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Welcome to The Family
by JoyBeWithYouAll

Summary

After their little scene at the bar as well as the bold Instagram proclamations, Team had kept
the surprises rolling by asking the older male if he in fact could go home with him for his
mom’s birthday. Win was silent for so long that Team worried he might have broken his
boyfriend’s brain and had been about to tell him to forget the whole thing when he was
tackled to the floor, Win wrapping his body around him and smothering his face in kisses.
Team pretended to be put out but made no move to stop his boyfriend and when Win had
tried to pull away of his own accord, Team had wrapped his legs around his waist, firmly
keeping them locked together. 

Now here they were in his car a week later, parked just inside the house’s gate, with Team
doing his best to muster up the courage to let them go inside. When he had initially told Win
he wanted to go with him, while daunting, it had still seemed plausible, something he could
manage to do. However, now as he sat literally only feet away from the front door, the weight
of what he has agreed to felt heavy in his chest and kept him pinned to the passenger seat. 

Sequel to "Whenever You're Ready"

Title taken from "Welcome to the Family" by Little Big Town

Notes

Hello my friends! Here is the sequel I never expected to write! "Whenever You're Ready"
was one of my favorite pieces I wrote for WinTeam week and somebody in the comments
suggested I actually write Team meeting Win's family and the idea has been bouncing around
in my head for a while now and I finally decided to sit down and write it!

This story will probably have about three to four chapters but just as a heads-up, I don't really
update on a schedule because I don't like to write without inspiration so I can't really say how
long it'll take to finish this but the second chapter is halfway written so hopefully it won't be
too long! Thank you for reading and I hope you have a great day!! Let me know your
thoughts in the comments below!!!

http://archiveofourown.org/users/JoyBeWithYouAll/pseuds/JoyBeWithYouAll


View

“And they definitely know I’m coming right?” 

“Yes, they know you’re coming. You saw the text my mother sent me when I asked her and
she very enthusiastically agreed. She literally said ‘we are very excited to meet nong Team’.
They know, I promise.” 

“Okay, so they know I'm coming, but what if they think it's on a different weekend instead of
this one?”

“How many birthdays do you think my mother has?” 

“Hia!”

“Team!” 

“I’m serious!” Team tried to stop the pout from spreading across his face but the grin on his
boyfriend’s let him know he was unsuccessful. After their little scene at the bar as well as the
bold Instagram proclamations, Team had kept the surprises rolling by asking the older male if
he in fact could go home with him for his mom’s birthday. Win was silent for so long that
Team worried he might have broken his boyfriend’s brain and had been about to tell him to
forget the whole thing when he was tackled to the floor, Win wrapping his body around him
and smothering his face in kisses. Team pretended to be put out but made no move to stop his
boyfriend and when Win had tried to pull away of his own accord, Team had wrapped his
legs around his waist, firmly keeping them locked together. 

Now here they were in his car a week later, parked just inside the house’s gate, with Team
doing his best to muster up the courage to let them go inside. When he had initially told Win
he wanted to go with him, while daunting, it had still seemed plausible, something he could
manage to do. However, now as he sat literally only feet away from the front door, the weight
of what he has agreed to felt heavy in his chest and kept him pinned to the passenger seat. 

“Everybody’s already inside?” Team asked in a quiet voice, his eyes trained firmly on the
hole in his jeans that left his whole right kneecap exposed. He silently cursed himself in his
head for not dressing up more or at least picking a pair of pants that didn’t have any rips. The
jeans were his favorite pair and the most comfortable ones he owned, the faded and well-
worn denim soft against his skin. The top half of his outfit also consisted of some of his
favorite pieces of his wardrobe: a light blue t-shirt layered underneath a dark blue plaid one,
the long sleeves falling just past the edge of his fingers. His whole idea when he got dressed
that morning was with the idea of trying to feel as comfortable as possible in what he was
sure would be an incredibly uncomfortable environment and Win hadn’t said anything about
his outfit when he picked him up that morning so he assumed he hadn’t looked too bad.

Now he wasn’t so sure and was wishing he had thought to put in more effort.



“Just View and my dad.” Win answered, pulling Team out of his thoughts and back to the
present. “My mom had errands to run and Hia Waan and P’May aren’t showing up till after
dinner.” Team nodded and tried to decide whether or not it was better he’s meeting them all
separately or worse cause this way he couldn’t get them all out of the way at once. Win
reached over the middle console and grabbed his hand, clasping it within his own.

“I know you’re nervous but you don’t need to be. They’re really excited to meet you and I
wouldn’t have invited you if I didn’t think this would end well. Everything’s going to be
fine.” Team nodded, trying to focus on forcing his face to resemble something similar to a
smile before he took a deep breath and climbed out of the car, getting a proper look at the
house for the first time. 

Considering Win’s family worked in hospitality, Team had been prepared for a sprawling
estate with an over-the-top water fixture in the front and while the house was indeed on the
larger scale, it still wasn’t as big as some of the ones they had driven by. The driveway after
the gate was a little wider than most, the side area meant to hold a slew of vehicles, but he
could currently only see two other ones parked beside his own. The front yard was well kept
and even though he couldn’t see behind the house he was sure the backyard was much of the
same. The house was painted in earth tones and the frame of the front door was wrapped
around with a ton of intricately designed and well-placed greenery. 

“Expecting a mansion?” Team glanced over to see that Win had gotten out of the driver’s side
and had come to stand beside him, the single suitcase they would be sharing over the
weekend by his side. Team shrugged. 

“Your family literally owns hotels and resorts. I'm allowed to think your house would be
overly extravagant.” 

“My parents didn’t want us growing up to be snobby rich kids.” Win offered. “I didn’t even
really know what they did till I was in secondary school. I thought they just worked in
different hotels, not owned them. They wanted to keep us humble.”  

“Too bad they failed with you.” Win scoffed before moving towards the door, Team right
behind him. 

“You only say that because you haven’t met View, the brat.” 

“He can’t be that bad.” 

“And he’s not. Usually. Most of the time he’s only mildly annoying but he’s gonna be
insufferable this weekend cause his best friends are at some sort of soccer camp so he’s
gonna have nothing to hyper-fixate on except you.” Team’s eyes widened in surprise and he
grabbed Win’s hand that had been inches away from inserting his key into the door. 

“If you’re trying to make me feel less nervous about meeting your family, that’s  not
 helping.” 

“Team,” Win started, his voice soft. “I wouldn’t have invited you if I thought my family
wouldn’t like you. I know this is fast and if you don’t think you’re ready, I’m fine with



heading back to school. I never said what time we were getting here and I’ll just tell them one
of us got sick or something and we can’t come anymore.” A small part of him screamed to
take him up on the offer and rush back to the safety of his boyfriend’s bedroom and away
from the numerous negative possibilities that were encased behind the wooden door in front
of him. 

But he knew he couldn’t do that to Win. He released the hand he was holding, the older male
keeping it frozen in midair. 

“No, it’s okay. Your mother’s birthday is literally tomorrow, and she’s looking forward to
seeing you. You can’t miss that. Besides, we’re already here. Plus, I don’t think your family’s
first impression of me should be based on a lie.” Win let out a sound of amusement before
pulling the young swimmer into a tight hug, Team melting into it immediately. He took in the
familiar scent of his boyfriend’s oaky cologne taking in deep pulls and allowing it to wash
over him. Win pressed a kiss to his hair.  

“They’re gonna love you, I promise.” Team released a sigh and after a moment took a step
back. Win eyed him up and down. "Ready?” 

“As I’ll ever be.” 

“We can still just lea-”

“Open the door, Hia.” Win pursed his lips, clearly wanting to say something but decided
against it, instead turning back to the door and moving forward to put his key in the lock.
However, just before he could insert it, the knob turned by itself and both men jumped back
in surprise, a teenage male standing on the other side.

“Finally. Did you know you two were sitting in the driveway for ten minutes and 48
seconds?” 

“You were keeping count?” The boy shrugged.

“Not like I had anything else to do. Plus I thought it was weird that you guys were outside but
weren’t coming in.” Win leveled the teenager with a glare that had sent members of the swim
club falling over themselves in haste to obey him, but instead of cowering underneath the
weight of it, the teen simply crossed his arms and glared back.  

Win had shown him countless pictures of his family so Team was already fully aware of what
View (and Waan) looked like but it was still a little surreal to be seeing his boyfriend’s
younger brother in person for the first time. While Waan had taken after their mother, both
Win and View had leaned towards their father in the genetics department and Team could
recall Dean even mentioning that Win looked exactly like View at his age before the
piercings, the tattoos, and the constant credit card charges for blond hair dye. While Win
currently still had a few inches on his brother, the resemblance between the two was
apparent: The same sharp facial structures, the same tapered eyes, the same slightly upturned
lips, and the same inherent urge to annoy whomever they were in a conversation with. View,
clearly growing bored of their staring contest, eventually broke eye contact with his brother



and turned his attention to Team, giving him a full once over. He smirked before arching an
eyebrow, a move that Team was positive he had learned directly from the male beside him. 

“Well? Aren’t you going to introduce me to your  boyfriend ?” Team felt his cheeks begin to
flame up and opened his mouth to start the introduction but before he could speak, Win
shoved his brother backward, using one of his hands to grab the suitcase and the other to take
hold of Team’s wrist as he lead both into the house. Once they were fully inside the foyer, he
dropped the handle of the suitcase but kept his grip on Team. 

“Can we at least take off our shoes first before you start?” Win badgered as he removed his
and slipped his feet into a pair of house slippers that were on the side. Team followed suit.
“Where’s dad?” 

“In his office. We were in the living room waiting for you to come in but he got a phone call
about three minutes ago. Are you gonna introduce me now or do I have to call mom and tell
her you’re giving Team a bad impression of the family?” 

“Little snitch didn’t even wai but somehow  I’m  the one giving the bad impression of the
family.” Win muttered under his breath but with the way View’s eyes narrowed, Team was
positive he heard it. Win briefly glanced at his boyfriend and after a gentle squeeze to the
wrist gave him a light shove on the back towards the youngest Wanichakarnjonkul.  

“Nong, this is Team, my boyfriend. Be nice to him or I will choke you in your sleep.” Team
watched as View rolled his eyes at the threat before bringing his hands together in a wai.
Team hurriedly moved to reciprocate the gesture. 

“Welcome to our home.” The youngest said as he dropped his hands and gestured around
them. “I’ll tell dad you finally left the car. Mom’s been airing out your room and she changed
the sheets this morning if you wanna head up and get settled before dinner. I’ll text Hia Waan
and P’May to let them know you’re here.” Before either of them could get a word in
otherwise, View had turned on his heel and began walking around the corner and out of sight,
his phone in his hand as the sounds of his slippers on the floor headed down a hall. Win
glared after him before he motioned for Team to follow him up the nearby staircase, not
stopping till they had reached a door with a giant and horribly crooked green “W” painted on
it. Team gave his boyfriend a look, only earning an eye roll in response as he pushed open the
door. 

“I was five when I did that okay, and my mom thinks it’s so cute that to this day she won’t let
me paint over it. You’re not allowed to judge me for that or for anything else cringy you see
this weekend.” 

“How cringy are we talking?” 

“Let’s just say if you still think I’m cool by the time we leave on Sunday it will be nothing
short of a miracle.” Team scoffed before pushing past the blond to enter the room. 

“You’re exaggerating. Besides, if you ever really did anything that embarrassing, P’Dean
would have told Pharm to make him laugh and Pharm would have then told me.” 



“You gotta remember that Dean and I didn’t meet till right before high school. I got most of
my weird stuff out of my system before that.” 

“Well then I look forward to finding out all of your deep dark secrets so I can embarrass you
with them later.” Win pursed his lips in annoyance but said nothing as he moved the suitcase
to the ground and started pulling things out of it. Team flopped down onto the bed and began
to look around. 

He had spent the past couple of days trying to picture what Win’s room would look like:
while his boyfriend had a massive personality and ego, when it came to his style, it was very
simple, understated, minimalist. Even his dorm room at school was a reflection of it because
while he did have some posters on the wall, besides that it was pretty sparse in terms of
decorations, most of his things being functional, their aesthetics a secondary thought. 

Win had told him that he had hit his major growth spurt between the sixth and seventh grade
and since his parents had to buy him a new bed anyway, they went ahead and let him
redecorate his whole room. The walls were a dark salamander green with a white border right
before his ceiling and right before his floor. His platform bed was gold in color with tan
sheets on the mattress and so many blue pillows on top that Team was sure were an added
touch from his mother and not part of his vice president’s original design. Along one wall
there was a massive calendar with a lot of highlighted dates on it as well as a ton of
handwritten messages. There was a window seat that overlooked what Team was sure was the
front of the house that was home to even more blue pillows and the bedside table, as well as
the dresser, were painted in the same color as the bed. In one corner of the room sat a desk
with a lamp, a bucket of pens, another giant calendar, and three different stacks of books,
most of which Team could see were in English. Team tried to picture a teenage version of his
boyfriend getting ready for school in this room. His boyfriend’s social media pages were all
very carefully curated, the oldest picture on his Facebook being from his first day of
university while the one on his Instagram was from his first practice with the swim club, both
of which had him sporting his trademark blond hair. No embarrassing preteen pics, no photos
of acne-covered skin, every image intentionally chosen to keep up the specific image he had
going. Team had even once attempted a deep dive down Dean’s Facebook in an attempt to
find an old picture of his boyfriend but that had also been unsuccessful as the other boy was
even worse, most of his pictures being ones he had been tagged in and the few he had
uploaded himself were clearly ones he had been forced to post by his siblings, Win and now
Pharm. 

“Care to share your thoughts on my room with the rest of the class?” Win asked nonchalantly
but Team knew his boyfriend well enough to be able to hear the undertone of true curiosity in
his voice. Team raised one shoulder up and down. 

“It’s nice.” He finally settled on. “Simple. Where are all your medals and stuff?” 

“In the trophy room.” 

“ ...in the what. ” Win huffed out a laugh before getting up from the floor and walking
towards the bed his arms crossed. 

“Don’t look at me like that.” 



“You have a whole room dedicated to your awards?” 

“It’s the family trophy room, everybody’s stuff is in there, mine, my brothers and my parents’
awards and plaques from the hotels and resorts. It used to all be in our rooms before my
parents decided they wanted them all in one place so we started putting them in one of the
small empty closets downstairs.” 

“A whole room-” 

“I  just  said it’s a small closet.” Win argued and when Team opened his mouth to say
something else, he quickly climbed on top of him barricading the younger male underneath
his body. “It’s also got all of our academic stuff from school over the years so that’s why the
case got full fast. It’s really not that big of a deal. You’ve seen how full the trophy case is at
Dean’s house with just his stuff and if Del and Don had competed in sports too they probably
would have ended up having to do the same thing. It’s really not that big of a deal.” 

“I hope you know this is strike one against your whole ‘Win Is Not A Spoiled Rich Kid’
argument.” Win frowned. 

“What happens if I get three strikes?” 

“I don’t know, I haven’t decided yet.” Win hummed as he thought it over before a grin spread
across his face causing his previous frown to reappear to Team’s. The blond slowly leaned
down until his lips were pressed just outside the younger’s ear. 

“Is there anything I can do to un-earn a strike?” 

“Hia-” 

“I just think, “Win started, the hand that had been on the left side of Team’s body having
migrated to his chest and down his stomach, the tips of his fingers resting just underneath the
top, his nails lightly scratching at Team’s skin. “That if I can manage to prove my worth in
other ways I should be able to reverse the negative marks against me, don’t you agree,
baby?” Ordinarily, the use of the pet name would have Team on the verge of giving in to
whatever it was the other was asking of him but a quick look around the room had him
remembering where they were. He reached up to push Win away from his ear so he could
look him in the eye. 

“What are you doing?”  Win arched an eyebrow. 

“I thought it was pretty obvious what I was doing.” Team pursed his lips and shook his
head.  

“Absolutely not. Your brother and father are literally in the  house !”

“View’s bedroom and my dad’s office are both downstairs, nowhere near us. Besides, all I
wanted was just a kiss.” Team scoffed. 

“You never want  just  a kiss.” 



“Well you haven’t kissed me all day and  I drove us here and  I didn’t say anything when we
stopped for breakfast and you got a milkshake. I think I deserve at least one.” 

“First of all, this is literally your house and I’ve never been here before of course you had to
be the one to drive us! And second of all, you never said I had to get breakfast your exact
words were ‘get whatever you want’.” 

“I didn’t realize I had to specify.” 

“Well, now you know for next time.” Win, who had been slowly starting to pull away,
immediately stopped.  

“For next time? ” He repeated. “Baby, we haven’t even gotten through the first night and
you’re already making plans to see my family again?” Team, realizing that he had
accidentally backed himself into a corner that he did not want to be in, did the only thing he
could think of and looped his arms around his boyfriend’s neck to pull him down as he
pressed their lips together in an attempt to shut the older man up.

“PHAWIN !” The kiss hadn’t even lasted more than a few seconds before the yell reached
their ears and Team was quickly shoving the male off of him, Win unceremoniously landing
on the floor, letting out a groan as his back made impact with the hardwood just in time for
View to open the door. He looked back and forth between a beet red Team doing his best to
look innocent and Win who was moving to his feet, wincing and rubbing the sore spot on his
spine. View smirked, amused.   

“Sorry.” He said, clearly not apologetic in the slightest. “I should have knocked. Didn’t mean
to interrupt whatever it was you two were doing.” 

“View. What. Do. You. Want.” The brunet rolled his eyes before giving in.

“Dad’s on a video call and wants to introduce you to whoever he’s talking to.” View
explained. “He didn’t say, but I’m pretty sure it’s either an investor or somebody from the
board.” Win groaned and Team saw how his normally laidback boyfriend’s shoulders
suddenly tensed and how his whole posture changed: He stood up straighter as he removed
the hair tie from his hair and let it fall, the edges covering the piercings along the tops of his
ears. He did a quick lookover of himself in the mirror behind the door before pulling off the
gray t-shirt he had been wearing and swapping it for a dark blue button-up he pulled from
one of his dresser drawers as well as a grey blazer he pulled out of the closet. His entire
transformation took maybe two minutes max, but by the time he was done, he looked every
inch the hotel chain heir that Team routinely forgot he was. Win looked himself over one last
time before turning to exit the room, stopping when he realized that View wasn’t leaving with
him. 

“Why are you still here?” 

“What? I can’t stand in your doorway?” 

“View-” 



“Hia-” 

“Win! Can you come down here for a second, please?”  The male in question let out another
groan before turning back to look at Team who had yet to move from his spot on the bed. 

“Team. I’ll be right back, okay?” The blond said sweetly. After a few seconds, he turned his
gaze towards his brother, his tone immediately changing as a scowl overtook his features.
“You hear that View? I will be Right. Back. If you so much as-” 

“Yeah, yeah whatever, I feel good and threatened. No go. You know dad doesn't like to call
twice.” He said pushing the elder out of the room entirely and into the direction of the stairs.
Team felt his heart leap into his throat and his pulse grow erratic the farther and farther away
the footsteps got. When his boyfriend had reached the bottom of the stairs, the youngest
Wanichakarnjonkul entered the room fully, the door swinging shut with a loud bang behind
him. 

Team had figured he would have to meet the members of his boyfriend's family individually
but hadn’t thought it would be happening so soon and he had also assumed if he was gonna
be captured in a small room it would have been by his parents not one of his siblings. 

Everything Win had told him about View had been said with fondness that had been covered
over by a layer of annoyance. How when they were younger View was always in his room
and how View had made it his personal mission to try and break all of the swimming records
that he and Waan had set at the local pool. How the family had already decided Win was
going to have to be the one to teach View to drive because no one else would get in a car with
him behind the wheel. He was always complaining about how easy View picked up
languages, already rapidly on his way to being fluent in his fourth while Win only knew
English and Chinese out of absolute necessity. Team did his best to not fidget under the
younger’s gaze as he was sized up, refusing to be the first to break their silence. View
eventually moved to sit down on the bed beside him and after what felt like an eternity, he let
out a sigh. 

“You know," He started. "You’re not really acting the way my brother described you.” Team
blinked in surprise. Of all the things he had been thinking the younger man might say, that
had not been on the list. 

“How did he describe me?” 

“Confident. Cheeky. Funny. Helpful. Smart. He calls you cute alot whenever he’s on the
phone with mae.” View recited and Team was sure if he could turn even redder, he was. He
already knew Win thought all those things about him but to find out he not only referred to
him like that to other people, but to the people who he cared about the most , had him
warming from the inside out. 

“If I’m not how he describes, what am I actually like then?”

“I’m not fully sure yet. Tense, on edge, and nervous mostly though.” Team balled his hands
into fists, unable to retort. He was doing his best to force his brain to come up with a
response, any response when View started talking again. “You can relax, you know?” 



“Excuse me?” 

“I said you can relax. I know you’ve only been inside like ten minutes but I can tell you’re
obsessing over making a good impression and I’m telling you that you don’t have to try so
hard. You can relax.” 

“How do you know this isn’t how I act when I’m relaxed?”

“Oh please, even you don’t believe that.” Team couldn’t deny the truth in the statement so he
elected to just not say anything instead. View took his silence as permission to continue. 

“Including you, Win has had about five what I would call “serious” romantic relationships.
Waan and I know about all of them, mom and dad know about three of them, and including
you he’s  introduced  us to two, but you are the  only  one he’s actually brought over to the
house.” 

“‘I’m the only person your brother’s brought home? ” Team quietly asked, trying to make
sure he had heard the other’s words correctly and wasn’t just misinterpreting them. View
nodded.  

“He started seeing this girl a few weeks after he started university and when they hit six
months, he had us drive up during one of his competition weekends so we could meet her.
P’Dean’s been coming over for years and we met P’Pruk when Win brought him home for a
break last year, but besides that, Win hasn’t brought anybody over, friends included. If we
met them, it was always in a public place or because we were dropping him off to spend the
night at their house, but besides those two, I can’t remember my brother ever bringing
anyone over.”

Hia Waan had people over all the time before he moved out and my friends basically live
here, but Hia Win has always been super protective about who he brings through the front
door. So the fact that he brought you here for three whole days, when the whole family would
be present, and when there’s a special occasion going on? You’ve pretty much won. So you
can like...unclench or whatever. Also I’d suggest doing it before we go out to dinner
tomorrow. Mom’s gonna wanna take a bunch of pictures of the two of you so she can show
you off and you don’t wanna look miserable in all of them.” Team opened his mouth but
found he had nothing to say so instead he just closed it again and nodded, earning a wry grin
from the younger male.

View moved to speak again, but the sound of rapid footsteps making their way upstairs and
down the hall had him scoffing and rising to his feet as he turned to face the closed bedroom
door. Team was about to ask him what was going on only to be interrupted by the door being
swung open by Win. The blond’s eyes moved around the room before settling on Team and
quickly scanning him from head to toe. Satisfied with whatever he saw, he turned his
expression to the room’s other occupant, his soft expression quickly turning to a glare as his
eyes met his brother’s. 

“Why was the door closed?” View let out a huff of indignation. 



“What?” The youngest squawked out. “I can’t have a conversation with your boyfriend?
That’s why you brought him here right? So we could talk to him? Get to know him? I’m
literally doing what you asked. You just looked him over and saw for yourself that he’s fine.”
Win stepped forward so the two of them were only inches apart and mirrored his defensive
stance. 

“When have you ever done anything I’ve asked without fighting me on it first?”

“Maybe I’m trying to be a good sibling?” 

“Oh yeah?” Win asked. “And why would you do that when there’s nothing in it for you?” 

“Who said there’s nothing in this for me?” 

“View-”

“Coming mom!” 

“Mae’s not even home yet.” 

“Coming dad!” 

“You-” 

“Bye Hia Team! Talk to you later!” View grins one last time at his brother before scurrying
out of the room and down the stairs, Win watching him go before turning back to his
boyfriend.   

“What did he say to you?” Team didn’t like lying to Win, but he also felt weird about telling
Win exactly what his brother had said. 

“Nothing much.” He finally settled on. “We really weren’t alone for all that long before you
came back.” 

“Fine. What pictures of me did he show you then?” 

“I’m waiting for you to fall asleep for that!”  Team had to bite his lip as Win stormed out of
the room to lean over the railing to yell back at his brother.

“Guess I’m not sleeping tonight then!”

“You think that’s gonna stop me?” From his place on the mattress, Team could clearly make
out the obscene gesture that Win made over the banister, View’s exaggerated gasp making it
clear he saw too. Before the younger could say anything, Win rushed back into the room and
shut the door behind him, dramatically dropping onto his side on his bed. 

“Sorry about him. I told you he was gonna be insufferable.” 

“Ehh. You’re more annoying and I put up with you.” Win sucked his teeth before reaching up
to flick the young swimmer on the forehead. 



“See if you still feel that way on Sunday. This is going to be the longest weekend of my life.
I’m glad you’re here though.” Team smiled, offering his boyfriend his hand palm up, the
older boy immediately slipping his fingers through the empty spaces. 

“I’m glad I’m here too.” 



Waan
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“What’s the house look like?” 

“Why do you care?” 

“Are you kidding me? His family owns some of the most beautifully decorated hotels in the 
country . The one in Chaing Mai has won like six awards for its interior design and don’t
even get me  started  on the rooftop garden! Of course, I wanna know what his house looks
like!” Team rolled his eyes. He should have expected as much considering the girl had been
doing nothing but spamming him with questions about square feet and room dimensions as
well as pictures of house layouts and asking him which one he thought was the most similar.
The night before he had texted both her and Pharm and they had both agreed to a video call
so the next day he had woken up early - against his every instinct - and after carefully
maneuvering himself out of Win’s embrace, he had made his way down the stairs and out into
the backyard, sitting underneath a tree before pulling out his phone and calling them both.
The lines had barely connected before Manow had started in with her questions while Pharm,
still half-asleep, listened to them go back and forth. 

“Are you having a good time, Team?” The smaller male interjected when Manaow paused to
take a breath. 

“Finally! A question about  me, your friend,  and not about Hia’s stuff and his house!!” 

“Stop trying to make me feel bad! Wanting to know what your friend’s house looks like is
normal!” Team pursed his lips together as he thought about giving her the finger but knowing
it would just make their bickering worse, he decided against it. He fiddled with the grass
under him as he thought over the question before he shrugged. 

“I mean I guess?” He finally settled on. “I’ve only met his younger brother so far. I’m
probably meeting everyone else today.” 

“Maybe you’re worrying too much. I was nervous the first time I met P’Dean’s family. I
think a little nerves are normal.” Team saw Manow nod in agreement from her little square



on his phone.  

“Yeah! And if they don’t like you, screw them. You’re great and P’Win is so obsessed with
you that if you sent him a picture of your thighs I’m positive he would force his family to be
nice to you just so that you would send him another one.”

 

“ Ai’Manow !" The girl in question waved her hand dismissively.

“Oh don’t give me that. You haven’t had to see the way he looks at you when you’re
warming up at competitions.” Team nearly choked on air. 

“He is staring at me because he’s checking my form!” 

“Oh he’s checking out your  form  all right, but it’s got nothing to do with swimming!” Team
could feel his face flaming and mentally vowed to break into the girl’s room and hide all of
her lipstick the moment he was back on campus. 

“I still don’t understand how someone as nice and thoughtful as P’Pruk ended up dating
someone as terrible and as brazen as  you .” 

“ Ha!  Probably the same way that someone as open and outgoing as P’Win ended up with
someone as grumpy as  you !” She countered back. Team stuck out his tongue in retaliation
and she repeated the action, Pharm watching on in barely concealed amusement. The two
traded a few more jabs back and forth before Mamaow’s expression changed, shifting from
playfully defensive to genuinely concerned. “But seriously though, you sounded really
distressed in the text you sent last night. Are you sure you're okay?” 

“Yeah, I’m sure P’Win would be fine if you asked to dip out a little early.” Pharm added. “I
know that you haven’t actually met the whole family yet but I think P’Win would understand
if you’re too stressed and want to leave.” Team shook his head. 

“No, if we were gonna leave early, it would have had to have been yesterday. It’s literally his
mom’s birthday today, I can’t ask him to miss that.” 

“Okay, but if you’re feeling overwhelmed, you have to tell P’Win. Even if you guys can’t
leave completely he can still pull you away until you feel comfortable again.” 

“I know. Thanks guys. Sorry if I worried you. It’s really okay, I think I’m just overthinking
everything.” 

“Well you wouldn’t be our Team if you didn’t.” 

“That’s enough, Manaow.” Pharm chided. “Seriously, Team. If it gets really bad, just tell
P’Win.” Team let out a sigh before letting his head hang dejectedly. 

“You’re right. And I will. I promise.” 



“Good. Now go before P’Win realizes you’re gone and thinks his brother scared you off or
something. Also…" Team waited for the smaller male to continue, confusion marring his
features when he didn't.

"Also..." He repeated. Pharm looked away for a second, before leaning in close to his phone,
a grim wide on his face. 

" Also ...take a picture of the front lawn so that Manow can see what it looks like.” 

“Yes! Someone is finally on my side!” 

“I will do no such thing! I’m hanging up now!” The last thing he heard before closing the call
was the sound of his friends breaking into laughter and he let out a sigh as he rose to his feet
and took in his surroundings. While large, the backyard wasn’t as big as he had assumed it
would be. Off to one side sat a firepit, while on the other sat a very well-maintained garden.
There was an open shed a few feet away from him and through the door, he could make out
what looked like a bunch of tools as well as at least two bikes and one set of skates and on
the other side of the tree he sat under was a hammock strung between two branches. After
taking everything in, he made his way back towards the house doing his best to be as quiet as
possible when he opened the sliding door and let himself back inside, cautious of the early
hour and that the house was still full of sleeping occupants. 

Team padded across the floor in his slippers pausing upon hearing sounds coming from the
direction of the kitchen, noises that definitely hadn’t been taking place before Team left the
house for his phone call. He could smell eggs frying in a pan and what he was sure was pork
on a grill. A part of him wanted to head that direction and see exactly what was being made
but a larger part of him held back: as open as View had been yesterday and as much as Win
said his family was looking forward to meeting him, he still was apprehensive about being
around them without his boyfriend in tow. He instead circled in the other direction and made
his way towards the stairs.  

He had been nearly there when he paused, seeing a room he hadn’t noticed the day before, his
hand reaching for the doorknob and pulling it open without a second thought. 

The trophy room was in fact smaller than Team had been picturing, Win not having lied when
he called it the size of a closet. Team would argue, however, that any space you could
physically walk into and still have room could hardly be called  small . There were shelves
from the floor to the ceiling and they were covered in various trophies, medals and plaques as
well as certificates of achievement. On the floor in one corner sat a trophy so large that Team
was sure it would take at least two people to lift it. Team didn't think he had ever seen so
many awards in his life. He was literally standing in the physical manifestation of the
Wanichakarnjonkul legacy and it was overwhelming him in a way that he hadn’t anticipated,
leaving him unsure if the swoop in his stomach was due to pride or due to fear.   

“It’s a bit much isn’t it?” 

Team whirled around at the sound of the voice, surprised to see Waan standing only a few
feet behind him, a bemused expression on his face. In the original surprise plan, Waan and his
wife were slated to enter the house during dinner the day before but they had ended up with



car trouble and hadn’t been able to arrive until well after midnight. It had been just as well for
as soon as his video call was done, Win’s father had had to rush out and deal with something
at one of the hotels and after her errands, Win’s mother had joined him instead of heading
home. They had called to tell Win and View that they weren’t sure when they would be done
and that they should go ahead and order something to eat. Win, Team and View ended up
ordering from a nearby noodle shop that their family visited often and the three of them ate in
front of the tv in the living room. They remained there until Team’s continuous yawning had
Win ushering him upstairs and into his bed, Team falling asleep barely seconds after his head
hit the pillow. 

While the same height as his younger brother, that was where most of Waan’s physical
similarities with Win stopped. His face was rounder and his build stockier, having retained
some of the muscle tone from nearly a decade of swimming, but some of the leanness having
disparted in the years since Win said he stopped. His hair was also dyed a light brown and
had been for forever according to the pictures he’d seen, Waan having decided it was his
color just like Win had decided blond would be his. He worked for an ad agency in Chaing
Mai, the company having been the one he did his internship at and they had hired him right
after his graduation. 

‘How come Waan’s not gonna be the one to take over your family’s business?’  Team had
asked once. 

It had been after a really tense phone call Win had had with his parents about something to do
with one of the resorts. Team had been playing a game with his headphones on so he hadn’t
heard their conversation, but the tension in his boyfriend’s shoulders as well as the
announcement he’d be missing practice the next day to go and deal with the problem in
person, had been more than enough clue that whatever had been said while not necessarily
bad, it still definitely wasn’t  good .    ‘He’s the eldest. Why you?’  

‘He isn’t the business type. Never has been. He’s much more creative. Also he barely passed
his math classes. He would have driven the company to the ground.”       

“Does it bother you though? That because he won’t, you have to?’ 

‘It did when I was younger. We actually got into a couple fights about it including a really
bad physical one. We each had a black eye and he snapped my wrist and I cracked two of his
ribs.’  That had shocked Team. In all the time he had known Win he had never seen him lift a
hand towards anyone that wasn’t a helpful one, so he was having trouble connecting the man
he knew with a teenager who had been angry enough to send his own brother to the
emergency room. Win had grinned at his expression, clearly knowing what the other was
thinking. 

‘I didn’t like the fact that it felt like I didn’t have a choice but he got one by taking away mine,
something I knew I couldn’t do to View. I eventually let it go and when I was picking a major
for college I didn’t even bother looking at schools that didn’t have business or hospitality
programs. My parents sat me down before I started applying and asked If I was sure I really
wanted to take over because as much as they wanted it to stay in the family, they'd rather not
force me into it.’



‘And you told them it was fine?’

‘I asked if they could give me a week to think it over and they agreed. I remember feeling
really weird about the whole thing. By then, I had already accepted everything so the fact that
after all that time they were giving me a choice was a little unsettling. I thought about if there
was something else that I really   wanted to do. I liked swimming but even in high school, I
knew I didn’t want to go for the pro circuit. I enjoyed playing the guitar but not enough to get
a music degree. I liked tattoos but definitely didn’t want to go into art and on and on and on. I
couldn’t think of a singular thing that I liked enough to major in so I decided to make a list of
all the things that I did enjoy. I like math and numbers and figuring out problems.

'I like helping people and knowing they’re taken care of. I like designing especially in terms
of where things go within a space. I enjoy beautiful locations and I like seeing people happy
and enjoying themselves especially when I’m the cause of it. And wouldn’t you know it? ’ He
had asked sarcastically.  ‘That is all stuff I would get to do as the head of a hotel chain. Even
if it hadn’t been the original intention, me taking over in the end makes sense. And Hia Waan
helps out when he can. His company does pretty much all of our marketing and Mae and Por
have called him in to help with stuff that I would usually handle if I’m busy with competitions
or school or whatever.’ 

‘When I graduated high school he flew me and View to Seoul for a weekend and we had a
really long talk and he apologized over and over. He said he had felt like he wouldn’t be able
to live up to the standard our parents set and he’d been afraid to let everyone down which is
why he decided he didn’t want to take over but that he’d always felt guilty about forcing me
into the role instead. I told him he didn’t need to and that it all ended up working out anyway
but I think there’s still a part of him that believes I resent him even though I don’t.’     

As Waan stood in front of him for the first time now, Team tried to picture a teenage version,
one only a few years younger than himself who boldly told his parents that he would not be
following in their footsteps. He tried to see a version who clearly loved his little brother and
didn’t want to stress him out but also didn’t believe that the pressure was something he
himself would be able to handle. Team couldn’t find a singular trace of that scared and guilt-
ridden boy in the man before him, casually leaning against the frame of the door, an easy
smile on his face. Team continued to stare at him in silence before the elder arched an
eyebrow in question, Team only then remembering that he had been asked a question. He
quickly brought his hands up to his forehead in a wai before shaking his head.  

“No! It’s fine! Really!” He said in a voice that he was sure was portraying that he thought the
room they were standing in was anything other than  fine . “just, uh, I've never really seen
anything like this is all.” Waan hummed in agreement, Team watching as his eyes scanned
the room. 

“Yeah. I don’t know if Win told you but we used to keep em all in our rooms until my parents
got the idea when they visited some friends abroad and they had one. They said by keeping
all the awards out of their kids’ bedrooms, they wouldn’t feel as pressured leading up to
competitions because they weren’t having to look at their past achievements all the time and
if they lost, they wouldn’t have to feel overwhelmed in what should be a relaxing place for
them. Our parents made us move it all in here the day they got back. I thought it was dumb



and unnecessary until I tanked in my next meet. Usually, when I lost, I had a hard time
sleeping because I would spend most of the night looking at my medals but because they
were all out of my room, I had no problem. I even got over the loss faster than usual. After
that, I decided the trophy room wasn’t such a bad idea.” Team let out a hum and turned back
to look around the room. 

“How many of these are yours?” 

“Out of the swimming ones? Waan asked. Team nodded. “A quarter? Maybe less? I mostly
swam for fun. Win was the one who took competing seriously and View likes to annoy Win
so he takes it even more to the heart. Last time they counted all their stuff in here was over a
year ago and View had two more awards than Win did. They'll probably count again at some
point this weekend and get into a fight about it before racing in the pool until they’re too
exhausted to move.” Team huffed out a laugh, feeling some of the tension that had been
building in his body melt away. Waan exited the door and motioned for Team to follow him. 

“Come on. Come help me finish breakfast.” Team dutifully followed back to the other side of
the house and into the kitchen. 

“I’m Team. I just realized I never said.” 

“I figured as much. But thank you for the introduction. I’m Waan, but I’m sure you figured
that out already.”

“Win said you guys had car trouble?” Team offered, unsure of where he should stand. Waan,
clearly seeing his hesitation, handed him a wooden spoon and motioned him towards a pot on
the stove. Team peaked into it and had to hold in his urge to groan in delight upon seeing it
was full of Tom luad moo, one of his favorites. He stuck the spoon inside and began stirring,
able to hear Waan chopping an assortment of vegetables on the counter behind him.  

“I’ve had the same care since university. it’s old but it’s reliable and I refuse to get rid of it. It
breaks down once every couple of months so it’s been coming but the timing was a bit
unfortunate. Mae didn’t get home till late anyway so I guess it all worked out. You haven’t
met her yet, right?” Team shook his head. 

“No, she was out when we got here yesterday and your Por was in his office before he had to
leave.”

“So you’ve only met View, then?” At Team’s hum of agreement, the elder let out a snort and
Team glanced over his shoulder to see him rolling his eyes. “I’m sure that went well.” 

“View’s…interesting…” 

“You can call him a nuisance, he knows what he is. It’s okay. He’s also got swim practice this
morning so he’s not here to hear you.” 

“Some of the guys on the team are way more annoying.” Team argued. “Besides he doesn’t
seem all that bad, he seemed more interested in riling Win up than actually bothering me.”
Waan let out a snort as he began pulling plates out of the cabinet behind him. 



“Yeah, that sounds like him. The soup should be done by now so you can stop stirring now.
Why don’t you go wake up Win, na? The food’s almost ready and View should be on his way
back from practice. I’ll wake my parents.” Team nodded and set the spoon back down on the
counter and moved to leave the kitchen, stopping when Waan called him back.   

“Team?” 

“Yes?” 

“I know that my brother can give off an air of not really caring about stuff or that nothing
bothers him but he’s actually very sensitive once you figure out how to maneuver past the
carefully constructed layers of pretense and nonchalance. Him bringing you to meet us isn’t
something he did lightly and it’s not something we take lightly either. I don’t want you to
think I’m threatening you, because I’m not that’s way more up Win’s alley. I’m simply asking
that if you aren’t as serious about my brother as he is about you, to stop dating him. I know
you two haven’t been official that long but he told View and me that he liked you even before
Christmas. When Win gets serious about something, he gets  serious  and I hope you’re
seeing how serious he is about you if you haven’t figured it out already.” Team was unsure
how long he stood there in shock before mumbling out something barely understandable and
rushing out of the entryway and making his way up the stairs and back into his boyfriend’s
room. 

Even in his haste, he was careful as he slipped back into the room, doing his best to not make
noise as he closed the door behind him. Team shuffled over to the bed and sank down on the
edge of it, taking in the other male as he continued to sleep. 

Win was the early riser out of the two of them so it was a rare occasion for him to get to see
the other in such a state. In sleep, the blonde looked soft, almost delicate even with all of his
piercings and tattoos. When he was awake there was a near-constant smirk on his face that
both annoyed Team beyond comprehension and also made him want to drag him away into a
corner to do something less than decent. When Team had first met Win he had thought the
elder to be an untouchable force of light that would burn him if he got too close and he would
have been fine if Win had remained as nothing more than his cooler than humanly possible
Vice President. 

Then that training session away had happened and Win had kissed him and touched him and
fucked him and even with him having had no sexual experience before, he knew that Win
definitely knew what he was doing. He had woken up the next day sore in places he had
never been sore in before and when Win had cheekily asked if he wanted to share a shower,
Team had dashed out of the room and back to his own as quickly as possible. He had told
himself it was a one-off thing, a mutual release, bros helping bros out in a moment of need. 

And then one time turned into two times which turned into five times which turned into
twelve times and all of a sudden he wasn’t just seeing Win at practice or in passing in their
shared dorm building. He was suddenly sitting next to him at lunch and gripping his wrists as
he tugged him down grocery aisles and ruffling his hair affectionately as he tutored him in
English and if it had been anyone else Team knew he would have felt suffocated but for some
reason, he couldn’t seem to conjure up those feelings of distaste for Win. 



The first time he had spent the night in Win’s bed without any intention of a sexual release
was an accident. Team hadn't had a good night’s sleep in nearly two weeks, his nightmares
and erratic insomnia working in tandem to keep him awake and exhausted. He’d had an
important exam in a few days and had asked Win to help him cram and they had been sitting
on the elder’s bed, Team’s books spread around them. After an hour or so, Win had
announced that they’d be taking a break and had left to grab food from a nearby stall. Team
wasn’t sure if it had been the warmth in the room, Win’s comfortable sheets, the comforting
scent of his familiar cologne, or his body finally giving out, but he had fallen asleep before
the other had returned, a pencil in one hand and a highlighter in the other. 

He had awoken the next day to find Win cuddling him from behind, an arm securing wrapped
around his waist. While still tired, it was the best Team had felt in weeks and as he was
leaving to go back to his room Win had chirped up from his spot still on the bed ‘my room’s
always open if you need a place to sleep nong’ Team had felt his cheeks redden and had stuck
out his tongue in response before leaving, swearing up and down that that would be the first
and only time. 

Considering what had happened the last time he said that, he should have known he was
doomed. 

Pharm had once asked him when he knew he liked Win and Team hadn’t been able to give
him an answer because he hadn’t had an ‘a ha’ moment where everything clicked and there
hadn’t been a specific instance where he had come to terms with his feelings. It had been a
gradual thing, like all of their interactions together had always been leading them to where
they were and while Team could admit he had fought it at times both internally and
physically, it had been as if he was fighting a wave at the beach: unnecessary and useless,
because at the end of the day, you can’t fight a wave. The tide is always going to come in just
like Team was always going to fall for Win. 

He continued to stare at the sleeping boy on the bed, doing his best to commit the moment to
memory. His boyfriend was laying on his right side with his right arm under his head while
his left one was stretched out across the bed in the empty space that Team had occupied the
night before. Some of his hair was falling into his eyes and Team gave in to the urge to reach
over and gently sweep them away. Win let out a sound of contentment at the contact and
Team was sure his heart skipped two beats as he did it again, raking his fingers through the
back of Win’s head, his fingertips gently scratching his scalp.

“ Team .” He sighed happily and the young swimmer didn’t even try to stop the fond smile
that spread across his face. He leaned down until his lips were just above the other’s ear.

“It’s me, Hia. Wake up, na.” He muttered gently before pulling back and sure enough, a few
moments later he could see the telltale signs as Win fought his way to the land of the
conscious. Finally, his eyes opened, slightly glazy before they focused, clearly confused at
seeing Team already awake and alert.  

“Team? Why are you up so early? Did you have a nightmare or something?” Team quickly
shook his head, trying to quell the panic he could already hear rising in the other’s voice.  



“No, nothing like that, everything’s fine. I was on the phone with Pharm and Manaow.” Win
sat up and took a few breaths as he visibly relaxed and digested the information. 

“‘Oh yeah? How are they?” 

“Fine. Manow kept asking what your house looks like. I told you I’m not the only one who
assumed you lived in a miniature hotel.” Win barked out a laugh, his hands raising over his
head as he stretched.  

“Remind me to book her a room at the one in Chiang Mai for her birthday. That one’s got a
rooftop garden. A bunch of local magazines named it ‘ One of the Most Instagramable Places
in the City'  or something like that.” Team pulled a face. 

“She might literally pass out and die from excitement if you do that and then you’d have to
explain to P’Pruk why you murdered his girlfriend on her birthday.” 

“Pruk is trained in CPR so as long as he goes with her, he can revive her on the spot. It’ll be
fine.” Team sucked his teeth but didn’t contest it and Win clearly took it as a victory, lightly
pulling on his arm until Team had laid back down on the bed the two of them facing each
other barely inches apart with Win tracing delicate circles into his wrist. Team watched the
movement for a bit, unsure how to bring up what he’s thinking until eventually he couldn’t
hold it in any longer. 

“Hia?”

“Yeah?” 

“Can I ask you something?” Win stopped his tracing only to use that same hand and lace their
fingers together, bringing them both up to his mouth so he can leave a kiss on the back. 

“Ask me anything you want, baby.” 

“How long have you liked me?” Had it been a few months earlier, Team might not have been
able to tell exactly how his questions affected Win, but now he had gotten pretty good at
reading his boyfriend’s reactions and even though he could tell that the blond was doing his
best to keep his face as neutral as possible, he could see the tension in his shoulders and the
worry in his eyes.

“...what?” 

“I asked how long have you liked me.”

“I know, I heard you, but you’ve, um, never asked me that before? Can I ask why you
suddenly want to know now?”

“Well, your brother said you told him and View that you liked me before Christmas and if
you were telling them that back then, it means that you knew you had feelings for me way
before that.” Win remained unmoving and just as Team had contemplated ending the
conversation entirely, he let out a groan and rolled over on his back to stare at his ceiling.  



“I’m gonna kill Waan.”

“Why didn’t you say anything when you took me to see the Christmas lights?” Team
prodded. “Or when you kissed me that night?” 

“Because I didn’t think you would take me seriously if I did.” Win replied. Team blinked at
him and Win pulled himself up to lean against his headboard, continuing when Team
followed suit. “I had wanted to make it our first official date but I was worried it’d spook you
if I said anything since we still hadn’t talked about what we were to each other. When I asked
you to kiss me that night, I didn’t actually think you’d do it.” 

“But-” 

“Be honest, Team. If I had said back then that I wanted to date you, that I wanted that to be
our  first  date, what would you have said?” Team bit his lip but didn’t say respond. “ Exactly
. You would have run so fast in the opposite direction I wouldn’t have been able to catch you.
I guessed that you had feelings for me but that you weren’t anywhere near ready for a
relationship and I was worried you’d feel pressured if you knew how I felt, especially
because our best friends were also dating  and  with my place of authority over you in the
club. When I asked you to kiss me under the mistletoe, I was fully prepared for you to hit me
and when you kissed me instead, it gave me hope that one day you would be ready to date me
and that all I had to do was be patient until then.” Win said it all as if it had been so simple as
if he had truly been willing to wait for however long Team needed even if it had taken years.
Team felt his throat go dry and he lowered his head in shame. Win had clearly been intent on
him for even longer than he had originally thought and what had Team done? Made him buy
him food, slept in his bed, monopolized his time and energy all while pretending what he
knew he felt for the other was imaginary and thus hurting Win in the process, something he
never ever wanted to do. 

“I didn’t realize I was making you suffer so much.” He whispered earning a hiss from the
older boy before hands were dragging his face back up, warm chocolate eyes eagerly looking
into his own. 

“Who said anything about  suffering ?” The blond inquired. “Nong, for months I was
spending almost every day with the person I liked and then he was sleeping in my bed almost
every night. I’m pretty sure that’s the  opposite  of suffering, Team. It’d have been different if
I wasn’t sure that you liked me back, but because I knew you did and just needed some time,
it wasn’t any trouble, I swear. If you had told me that you needed more time when we went to
the waterfall when I confessed, I would have waited even longer. I would have waited as long
as you needed me to and it wouldn’t have mattered how long it took because at the end of the
day we always would have ended up here.” 

“In your childhood bedroom?” Win glared at the snark before sinking back into the mattress
and pulling Team down with him, making sure to cradle Team’s head to his chest. 

“I’m being serious, don’t deflect.” He scolded. Team made a sound of protest but also made
no move to detangle himself from his lover. Win continued.”As long as we ended up
together, like this, I would have been willing to wait.” Team felt his cheeks flame up but
made no move to run, instead wrapping his arms around his boyfriend’s back and hiding his



face in his boyfriend’s neck. He knew he should be telling Win to get ready so they could join
the rest of his family downstairs, but couldn’t bring himself to pull away, not yet. He would
soon though. He just wanted to spend a few more minutes in the warm cocoon he and Win
had found themselves in. Just as Team was on the very verge of sinking away, the sound of
rapidly approaching footsteps met his ears and there was no time at all to prepare before
Win’s door was slammed open, View standing on the other side dressed in a sweatsuit, his
hair still dripping wet. 

“WIN! TEAM! TIME TO EAT! STOP MAKING OUT AND COME DOWNSTAIRS!” 

“VIEW!”



May

Chapter Summary

Team finally meets the parents, learns about a family tradition, and has a talk with Win's
sister-in-law
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Also View being the fan-favorite is hilarious to me because I didn't set out with that
intention in mind. I just wanted a character that would be able to annoy Win the same
way he annoys Team.

See the end of the chapter for more notes

 “When Waan said you were in the pool, I assumed you’d be doing laps.” 

“I’m on vacation. Laps are for people at practice.” Even without opening his eyes, Team
could practically hear his boyfriend rolling his own. 

“Oh? So this weekend with my family is a vacation now?”

“Free food, free lodging, and an indoor pool? All of that sounds like vacation things to me.
However, I'm not the one who is the heir to resort and hotel chain so I  could  be wrong.” The
other male let out a snort and seconds later there was a hand around his ankle pulling him and
the intertube he was floating in flush against the edge of the pool. Team finally opened his
eyes to see his boyfriend crouched on the ceramic tile, a bemused expression on his face. 

After View had burst into the room, Win had chased him out and down the stairs, Waan
yelling at them to stop running in the house before they broke something. Team had
begrudgingly made his way to the kitchen himself, View joining him soon after. Team
observed as the raven-haired teen pulled an apple out of the nearby bowl and took a bite out
of it as he moved to sit on top of the counter. Waan, who had been in the kitchen the whole



time, reached over and in a move clearly perfected with years of practice, shoved his brother
back to his feet before stealing his apple for himself all without taking his eyes off his phone.
Win entered seconds later and had opened his mouth to say something when his and his
brothers’ phones all went off at the same time. 

Their father had texted their group chat to inform them that he and their mother were already
in the office for the day and that as much as he had tried to prevent it, their mother had seen
Waan’s car parked down the street and knew that he and May had come down. He also said
that they had each brought a change of clothes and that they’d meet them for dinner later that
night. His message had even included a special note for Team specifically: 

‘My wife and I are so sorry we haven't met you yet, but we are very excited to meet you
tonight.”  Waan and View had grinned at the message and Win had given them both the
finger before grabbing a dish in each hand and making his way to the table in the next room.
The others soon followed and helped set the table and when they were done, they all took
their seats and dove in. Over breakfast, Waan and View kept asking him questions that he did
his best not to clam up at and pretend like his heart wasn’t about to hammer out of his chest.
Win had kept one hand on his knee and Team had tried to let the touch center him, frequently
reminding himself that this wasn’t an interrogation, but just two people trying to get to know
him. There were no wrong answers, it wasn’t a test, and him saying something wasn’t going
to cause them to decide that Team wasn’t a good enough fit for their sibling no matter what
the little voice in the back of his brain was trying to tell him. 

 When breakfast was done, the three brothers had played a game of rock, paper, scissors to
decide who would do the dishes, View openly and loudly complaining when he lost. Waan
had merely shrugged before making his way back to his room and Win hadn’t even bothered
to respond as he grabbed Team’s wrist and lead him away as well. 

The two spent about an hour or so aimlessly playing on their phones before Win moved to his
desk intent on finishing one of the thousands of essays that he seemed to have due every
week. Team had wanted to give him space to focus and had wandered back to the living room
where View was already seated and Team joined him for a few episodes before wandering
again, this time ending up at the one place he had been most excited to see since his
boyfriend had told him about it: the pool. 

Connected just off to the side of the house, the pool was enclosed by a white solarium, its
high Gabel ceiling making the room feel even larger than it already was and its all-around
glass panels giving the perfect view of the outside. Plants were scattered around the space
and at one end of the pool was a built-in jacuzzi. A large black sectional sat on the opposite
side of the room and there were a few beach chairs set up as well. 

Team had entered just as Waan was pulling himself out of the water and the eldest
Wanihakarnjonkul pointed him in the direction of a small shed, saying they always kept extra
swim trunks in there. Team had reemerged to find Waan gone and a tiny part of him was
relived at the solitude. 

He lazily swam from end to end before just laying on his back and floating for a while,
allowing the sun’s heat through the glass to warm him inside and out. Eventually, he dragged
an innertube out of the shed before tossing it in the water and quickly following suit. He had



left his phone in Win’s room so he was unsure how much time had gone by as he drifted,
easily slipping in and out of a light slumber. He could feel his fingers beginning to prune and
had been contemplating making his way back inside when his boyfriend had broken him out
of his thoughts by announcing his presence. Team made a face before wriggling his ankle out
of the older boy’s hold.   

“I thought you said your parents didn’t want you guys having too much luxury.” He teased.
“Last I checked, an indoor pool is pretty luxurious.” Win smiled sheepishly.

“My parents built it when I was in grade school. Hia Waan had already been competing for a
few years before I started so it was a way for us to practice at home as well as during the
rainy and off-seasons. By the time View started swimming as well, it just made logical sense
for us to have it.” Team hmmed as he pretended to think it over.

“So it was a  practical  addition more than anything else.” 

“A very smart and longtime investment.” 

“And the jacuzzi? Is that an  ‘investment’ as well?

“...The argument for the jacuzzi is not as strong.” Team threw his head back and laughed,
Win easily joining in. When their laughter died down, Win rose back up to his full height.
“Come on. We gotta start getting ready for dinner.” 

What time is it?” 

“A little after three.” 

“And we’re getting ready for  dinner ?” Win pulled a face.

“All of us have to shower  and  get dressed, plus we have to account for traffic since we're
driving into the city.” Team thought it over before figuring his boyfriend was right and rolling
off the donut and into the water. He pulled himself over the tile edge and out of the pool, Win
grabbing his hand to assist and only letting go when Team grabbed a towel to dry himself off.
As they headed back inside, Win grabbed it once more.

“My parents told me to apologize for them again.” Team blinked at the statement, confused.
“They feel really bad about the fact that you haven’t met them yet. Even with how busy they
are, they always try to make sure to keep family stuff like birthdays and holidays a priority.
We’re opening a new wing at the Chaing Mai hotel next week and there’s a bunch of final
paperwork that has to be done that requires both of their signatures so they can’t delegate it to
somebody else.” 

“It’s okay." Team supplied, his ears burning. He coughed. "I would rather not be the reason
your family’s business collapses so I understand.” Win snorted as they made their way up the
stairs. They entered Win’s room and Team quickly gathered his clothes from his suitcase and
started back towards the door. Win’s hand on his wrist stopped him. 

“Hia?” Win ran his free hand through his hair before letting out a sigh.



“It’s just…two weeks ago, not including my family,  ten  people knew we were together. A
few days after that the whole swimming club and everybody who follows any of us on
Instagram did. And now you’ve met my brothers and later you’re meeting my parents and…I,
I don’t know, it’s just. This time last year, we didn’t even know each other existed and now
you’re easily one of the most important people in my life. I know that you’re putting yourself
out of your comfort zone being here. I  know  you’re doing this for me. I know this is all a
little soon. But…I just need you to know that…know that I um…I…” 

“...Yes, hia?” 

“I, Team I,” 

“Yeah?”

“... I’m really glad that you’re here.” Team smiled and after a quick glance down the hallway
to ensure that they were alone, he leaned in and kissed the blond gently, the soft brushing of
their lips against each other comforting him in a way that he hadn't even realized he had been
missing. 

“I do think this is a little fast,” He started when he pulled back. “But, um, it’s like you said. I
was gonna have to meet your family sooner or later. We were always gonna end up here,
right?” Win seemed to freeze at the words before melting against the doorway and chuckling
quietly. 

“Teerayu?” Team’s ears perked up at the use of his birth name. 

“Hmm?” Win, who until then had been wearing an easy smile, quickly devolved into
something less sweet and more menacing, a smile that Team was well acquainted with and
had a familiar heat beginning to curl at the base of his spine. 

“I need you,” the blond began, his voice dropping an octave as he slowly looked the other up
and down. “to go and get in the shower right now otherwise I'm going to be left with no
choice but to defile you against my childhood bedroom door.” 

“Ugh! You are  disgusting .”

“And you are my very cute boyfriend who hasn’t let me get my hands on him in almost 48
hours.” Team pouted, ripping his hand out of the other's grasp. 

“Didn’t realize I was dating such a horndog.” 

“Only for you baby. Now shower. You reek of chlorine.” Team pretended to be offended by
the dismissal as he turned and made his way across the hall to the bathroom. 

“Team?” 

“I’m never gonna be able to get in the shower if you keep talking to me.” Team shouted back,
turning to glare over his shoulder at his smirking boyfriend. “What do you want?” 



“Make sure to lock the door, yeah? I can’t guarantee I’ll be able to keep myself away
otherwise.” Team sputtered in embarrassment before quickly entering the room and
slamming the door behind him. And, well, if he did happen to lock the door, then that was no
one's business but his own. 

“Why are we all taking separate cars?” After his shower, Team and Win had switched places
with the blond heading into the shower as Team got dressed in the other’s room. Win had told
him to dress nice so he had packed a pair of brown dress pants, black shoes, a white shirt, and
a dark blue blazer. He had gelled his hair back and away from his face and had been
inspecting Win’s collection of cologne when the blonde had finally reentered the room. 

After some play fighting Win had gotten dressed himself in all black from head to toe and
they had headed to the living room to wait. When they were all ready, they poured out of the
house and into the car, Waan taking the wheel, while Win dragged Team into the backseat
beside him. Team had started to slide over to make room for View, surprised when he instead
jumped into the passenger seat. Team had been about to ask if Waan’s wife should have been
sitting up front, when he instead saw her exit the house and hop into another vehicle. View
turned to face him at the question.   

“We’re not all gonna be able to fit in one on the way back.” The youngest answered as Waan
maneuvered the car out of the gate and down the road. “Por and mae took a taxi when they
went in this morning. Plus P’May has all the presents and she and por are gonna set them up
in the room while we go get mae so she won’t see the gifts.” Team looked at the three
brothers in confusion. 

“But, they’re  her  presents. Why isn’t she allowed to see them?” Waan huffed out a laugh
from the front seat. 

“Oh? Did Win not tell you about birthday present hide-and-seek?” Tema glanced over at his
boyfriend who shrugged. 

“It’s more of a…family game than anything else.” Win said as they pulled up to a stoplight.
“It accidentally started when Hia Waan was ten. He really wanted a guitar for his birthday
and he overheard our parents telling our aunt they had hid it somewhere in the house. And
because he’s impatient-” 

“ Was  impatient-” 

“ Is impatient , he decided he had to make it his mission to find it.” 

“Did he?” Team asked. Win nodded. 

“The day before his birthday. He’s slightly claustrophobic so they had hidden it in the
crawlspace assuming he’d never look there. They came home early and found him in there
clutching it to his chest while screaming at the top of his lungs for help because he thought he
was stuck. Turns out he just hadn’t tried wedging himself out far enough.”



“ ANYWAY ,” Waan jumped in as he merged lanes. “Now it’s a family tradition. Birthday gifts
are bought a month in advance and hidden somewhere in the house and then the person
whose birthday is coming up tries to find them. If they do, then the person who bought the
gift has to do whatever they want. I’m surprised Win didn’t tell you about it. It’s how he got
his first tattoo.” Team’s eyebrows shot up in surprise and the blond laughed, lacing their
fingers together on the seat. 

“Por bought me an archery set for my fifteenth," he explained. "And hid it in the attic but
forgot and I found it when he sent me up there to get a family album.” Team narrowed his
eyes in suspicion. 

“But you have to be eighteen to get a tattoo. It’s against the law to tattoo a minor.” 

“It’s against the law to tattoo a minor in  Thailand .” View corrected. “In Australia, you can
get one as long as you have parental consent and in some places you don’t even need that
much.” Team felt his jaw drop in shock. 

“You flew to Australia for a tattoo?”  Win let out a sigh and waved his free hand in the air
vaguely. 

“I had been mostly joking when I said that’s what I wanted.” He explained. “One of Por’s
childhood friends lives in Sydney and I said if anyone asked, we could say we were going to
visit him. It wasn’t until a few days later when Por said I had to pay for our plane tickets that
I realized he was actually willing to take me, under the condition that we absolutely could 
never ever  tell mae.”

“ They scheduled it around a week that Mae was going out of town for a conference so she
wouldn’t get suspicious and they were there for four days before coming back.” View
continued, one of his hands reaching back to point at his brother’s feet. “It’s the infinity
symbol on the inside of his ankle. Por said it had to be small and easy to hide.” Team had
asked Win about his tattoos before but hadn’t gotten around to all of them yet. Team had seen
the tiny tattoo a few times but it really was so small that he frequently forgot about it,
especially with his other large ones that were much easier to see. Team let out a huff.

“You leaving the country because you wanted a tattoo as a teenager is a hundred percent
going in the  'Win is a spoiled rich kid'  collum . ” 

“I  just  said I had to pay for our tickets myself didn’t I?” Win whined. “Plus, I had to bribe
both View  and  Hia Waan so they wouldn’t snitch. I was doing three sets of chores for two
months  and  I had to give them money.” 

“Did your mae ever find out about it?” Win laughed. 

“Yeah. We finally told her when I turned eighteen but I showed up to dinner having just
finished the outline of the wings on my back so she was understandably a little more
preoccupied with that. The best year was when Mae found Por’s present and she made him
do a juice cleanse with her. He complained weeks until even his secretary was sick of hearing
about it…” 



Team watched and listened as the three of them went back and forth reminiscing over
different memories as well as taking jabs at each other that would have one of them yelling in
outrage while the other two would dissolve in laughter. Team couldn’t help smiling as he
watched. it was a little bit like how he and Manow spoke to each other. Enough heat to garner
a reaction without going too far, but always with an underlying of teasing that can only come
from truly and deeply knowing a person. It was a strange dynamic to see his boyfriend in. His
dynamic with Dean was centered in Win teasing the other male and Dean, for the most part,
letting it all roll off his back because he knew his lack of a response would annoy his friend
more than anything he could possibly say. His dynamic with Pruk was similar if just on a
more tame scale. He flirted with Manow. He pretended to flirt with Pharm. He was the
fearless drill sergeant vice president to the members of the swim club. He was the calm tutor
to his juniors. He was the respectful nong to his seniors. And to everyone else at school who
didn’t know him personally, he was the playboy heir to a hotel chain. Seeing how openly he
was interacting with his brothers, Team knew that this was a side of his boyfriend that not
many got to see. No put upon airs, no pretenses, no having to worry about being looked up to,
no need to be anybody but himself. Team scooted closer until his entire side was pressed
against his boyfriend's. Win stuttered as the movement caught him off guard, but otherwise
didn’t mention it. 

Team didn’t know how long it took them to get out of the traffic, but by the time they reached
the hotel the sun had long since set and the city had been plunged into night, the surrounding
buildings all lit up from the inside but none more than the one he was currently stood in front
of. 

Hotel Carpe Diem was the flagship in the Wanichakarnjonkul empire and was easily their
biggest and busiest one by a mile. Forty stories high and equipped with all the amenities and
up-to-date technology that the hospitality sector can offer. The decor was minimalist inside
and out, but its black and gold marble design gave it the elegant push that had celebrities,
government officials, and influencers alike flying in from all over the world to stay within its
walls. Team had driven by it numerous times when he was in high school and always
assumed that it was one place that he himself would never have any need to set foot in. Now,
all this time later, he’d only been there twice before. 

The first time was back when Pharm and Dean had just started dating and he had dropped
Pharm off for a date with Dean who had been there helping Win with something. Just as he
had been about to pull away, Win had jumped in the passenger seat and had persuaded him to
head towards a nearby restaurant that resulted in Team nearly moaning in the middle of the
cafe after having the best tiramisu he’d ever tasted in his life before they went back to their
dorm and Win had him moaning for a completely different reason. 

His second time at the hotel happened a few days after they started dating, Win having asked
him to pick him up after a meeting. Team had initially just planned to wait in his car but his
bladder had decided otherwise and he’d been left with no choice but to enter the building in
search of a bathroom. After using the facilities, he couldn’t help but be in awe of the
grandness of the space, and as he passed various people, he also couldn’t help but feel a little
underdressed and out of place in his old shorts and well-worn t-shirt.



Even now with his hair styled, expensive cologne on his wrists, and dressed the most formal
he had been in a while, Team still couldn’t shake the internal feeling that he was a fraud and
didn’t have any right to be there. He was removed from his musings by Win poking him in
the side. 

“Hey. You looked a little lost there. You okay?” Team shook his head and did his best to
appear unshaken. 

“Yeah, I’m fine. Just, uh, you know taking it all in.” Win hummed as he turned back to look
at the hotel. 

“It’s pretty nice I guess. My favorite one is the resort in Switzerland. I'll have to take you
some time.” 

“He has a favorite hotel.” Team muttered. “That’s  definitely  a rich kid strike. How many is
that now? Five? Ten?”

“Why you little-” 

“Come on you two.” Waan interrupted, back from the valet with View right behind him.
“May’s already upstairs.” Win rolled his eyes before taking hold of Team’s wrist and leading
him towards the entrance, dropping it once they’d reached and the double doors slid back to
let the four of them in. 

Team knew that his boyfriend turned heads wherever he went no matter what he was
wearing. Hell even he hadn’t been immune to the elder’s charms when they first met,
completely unable to pull his eyes away the first time he saw him emerging from the back
room and walking across the tiles beside the pool. He didn’t know if it was his hair, his
height, his clear confidence, his tattoos, or a mix of all the above, but Win always drew
attention towards him sometimes to Team’s great pride, and sometimes to his immense
jealousy. Now, as he walked across the black marble floor he was beginning to think that the
ability to draw attention might be hereditary because while Win was catching more than one
eye in the packed and large lobby, View and Waan had a few of their own as well. People
dressed in uniforms stood a little straighter as they passed while others who might not have
known precisely who they were, clearly knew that they were important. After what felt like
ages, they finally reached the other side of the lobby and entered the elevator, Team letting
out a breath he hadn’t realized he was holding when the doors shut behind them. View
pressed a button for the 5th floor and when they arrived they all stepped out again before
heading down the hall. Team looked around them, seeing nothing but conference room after
conference room. 

“We rent them out.” Win explained as they walked. “Alot of businesses around here will use
them or guests who are staying will have their meetings here instead of having to go
somewhere else.” Team nodded in understanding and the four of them finally came to a stop
at the end of the hall in front of a set of large oak doors. Waan pushed them open to reveal an
open floor office space with a bunch of separated cubicles, all of which were empty, the room
nearly dark. Team followed as his boyfriend and his brothers as they headed straight to the
back, where a separated office sat, the glass on all sides revealing a lone woman standing
while bent over a desk and typing furiously on the keyboard in front of her. 



“Mae, if you don’t stop working, I’m gonna call por right now.” Win said as he pushed the
door open, earning a chuckle from the room’s singular occupant. 

“Nong Liat called me when she saw you guys enter downstairs. I am just finishing one last
email and…now…I…am… done !” With a flourish, Team watched as she hit send before
closing out the web browser and straightening up. “Now, where are my birthday hugs?” Team
grinned as Waan shoved his brothers aside before rushing forward and wrapping their mother
in a hug and lifting her off her feet. 

“Happy birthday mae! Sorry you saw my car and ruined the surprise.” 

“Oh don't worry. It was a wonderful surprise either way. Phawin! Are you just going to stand
there or are you going to come and hug your mother?” 

“Well if Waan would move his fat head-” 

“I know the bleach blond isn’t talking to  me -”

“ Excuse me!  What about your third child?”

“View, baby you still live at home. I see you every day.” View let out a squawk of indignation
and Win cackled as he shoved his older brother away to envelop their mother in a hug of his
own. The hug was short-lived though as he was quickly pushed away by View and soon the
three of them had encircled the woman, playfully pulling her side to side while shouting over
each other about which one of them loved her more. Team watched the display in amusement
and was tempted to pull out his phone and take a picture but just as his fingers had twitched
in the direction of his pocket, the commotion stopped, their mother somehow managing to
break free. 

“Okay, that’s enough!” She laughed breathlessly, one hand on her chest. “No more pulling me
into your competitions. If you wanna fight each other, just go ahead and do that.” At that, she
turned to face the door and Team felt himself go stock-still as she let her eyes truly fall on
him for the first time. 

Mala Wanchakarnjonkul may have been the shortest member of the Wanchakarnjonkul
family but from what Win had said, she was also the one who ran the ship. It had been her
idea to expand the business from one hotel to multiple and she had been essential in the
global expansion of the family name. She had two masters degrees and spoke six languages
fluently and Team could recall Win telling him that she had even been asked to speak at
international summits as a representative of the country more than once. 

Team was having a hard time connecting the larger-than-life woman with the one currently
standing in front of him. Her hair was styled into a neat bob, the ends framing her round face
perfectly. Her dress was a purple off-the-shoulder number with long sleeves and coming to a
stop just under her knees, her heels tall enough to bring her to the same eye level as Team.
The young swimmer quickly brought his hands forward in a wai. 

“Sawadee krap Mrs. Wanchakarnjonkul.” She grinned and returned the gesture. 



“Sawadee krap.” Win disentangled himself from his brothers and moved around his mother,
stopping just beside Team, his right hand finding purchase in the middle of Team’s back. 

“Mae, He started. “This is my boyfriend, Team. Team, This is my mother, Mala
Wanchakarnjonkul. ” 

“It’s very nice to meet you, nong Team.” Team swallowed, his throat suddenly incredibly dry.

“It’s nice to meet you too.” Team both felt and heard his voice crack as he spoke and over her
shoulder, he could make out Waan and View leaning against each other while trying not to
laugh. Win had started to move his thumb back and forth in a soothing manner and Team
took a breath, using the touch as a way to ground himself and stay present in the moment. He
cleared his throat and put on his most sincere smile before trying to speak again. “Thank you
for letting me stay this weekend and attend your birthday dinner. I really appreciate it.”

“Ooh, so polite!” She cooed, much to the furthering embarrassment of Team and the sheer
delight of everyone else. “It’s our pleasure. I'm sorry we've been so busy. Hopefully, my sons
haven’t been too much trouble.” Team shrugged.

“They’ve been very nice. And well, Hia Win is Hia Win so he’s just a lost cause.”  

“Hey!” 

“Don’t I know it.” 

“HEY!”

“Enough of talking about how lame Hia Win is, can we go now?” View asked rushing
forward. “I’m  starving .” Waan sucked his teeth.

“I told you to eat something before we left.” View said something in response that Team
missed but whatever it was was apparently rude enough to earn him a smack on the back
from his mother. Once they had all reboarded the elevator, View pushed the button for the
ninth floor and when it stopped, it opened up to a beautiful restaurant. The space also
followed the same black and white marble motif as the rest of the hotel, but on a slightly
more muted level. While numerous lights were hung around the room, they were all dimmed,
clearly intent on setting a very specific atmosphere. Win had explained once that the hotel
had two full-scale restaurants: one in the lobby that had a much more casual ambivalence,
and this one, clearly meant for more private and personal affairs.

The host had waived upon their arrival before pointing them towards a private room off to the
side. “The other Mrs. Wanchakarnjonkul is already inside as is Khun Wanchakarnjonkul.”

“Well, let's not keep them waiting any longer. Shall we boys?” Without waiting for an
answer, Mala turned on her heel and headed towards the room in question, easily throwing
the doors open when she reached them.

“HAPPY BIRTHDAY!”



 The entire group jumped in surprise at the sound of party horns being blown while Win’s
mother let out a squeal of delight. The small room was covered in balloons and streamers and
against one of the walls was a banner that proudly displayed “Happy Birthday Mae’ in bright
letters across it. 

The room’s two other occupants came forward, a young woman Team recognized from
pictures reaching the matriarch head first. 

‘Hia Waan’s been obsessed with P’May since high school.’  Win had said one night when
Team had asked him about his brother and his wife. “ He was in love with her and she didn’t
even know he existed. The only reason she even learned his name was because they ended up
working at the same restaurant after they graduated. He used to come home every weekend
and talk about how pretty she was or how smart she was or how perfect her handwriting was.
The only reason he even asked her out in the first place was that one of his friends dared him
while he was drunk. He was so surprised she agreed that he thought she was joking and he
didn’t show up for their first date and she had to call him to go meet her. They’ve been
together for five years and she still hasn’t let him live it down.’   

As Team looked at her, he could see why Waan would have fallen in love with her in high
school. She was roughly the same height as Manow with hair and eyes just as dark. Her hair
had been pulled back in a ponytail and her dress was a deep red that wrapped around her
form snugly while still being tasteful. Team saw her smile as she wished her mother-in-law a
happy birthday and out of the corner of his eye, he could see Waan smiling as well, almost as
if there was a direct link between his wife’s happiness and his own. 

Okay, okay you've blessed her enough, May. It's my turn to hug my wife now." May rolled
her eyes before pulling back and letting her father-in-law move forward and greet the woman
of the hour. 

The Wanchakarnjonkul patriarch that Team had seen in photographs on websites and in
magazines was the epitome of what Team would call an imposing figure. Tall, broad and with
a brain for business and numbers that could rival that of a computer. If his wife was the face
of the company as well as the networking go to, then Tul Wanchakarnjonkul was the brains,
the silent element keeping everything running behind the scenes. At public events, he usually
hung back and allowed his wife to take the lead, chiming in occasionally but seemingly
content to just stand back and look every inch the hotel mogul that he was. 

But in pictures that Win had in his room and on his phone, the older male appeared much
softer. Crows feet hidden behind thick-framed glasses, messy imperfect hair that had begun
to go gray at the edges. Deep laugh lines set from years of giant grins aimed at his family.
Win even had a photo from the first time he hadn’t placed in a competition, his dad holding a
small and still whimpering Win in one hand and his participation certificate in the other,
waving it around just as proudly as if his son had placed first overall.  

When they had still been just hooking up, Team had once asked Win why he didn’t seem
interested in an actual relationship. The blond had corrected him, saying it wasn’t that he 
wasn’t  interested in a relationship, but he wasn’t interested in anything less than the loving
and supportive relationship his parents had. At the time, Team had thought the blond was
being too fanciful. But now, watching Win’s parents look at each other with nothing but



devotion and love in their eyes, Team could see exactly why Win wouldn’t want to settle for
anything less. 

“Hey View?” The younger male paused in his fake gagging at the call of his name. “Where’s
the closest bathroom?” 

“Around the corner and to the left.” Team thanked him before heading in that direction, doing
his best to keep a normal pace and not sprint all the way there. When he reached, he thanked
every deity in existence that it was empty before locking himself in one of the stalls and
sinking to the floor, doing his best to get his heartbeat under control. 

Win had said he wasn’t interested in being in a relationship unless it was like the one his
parents had and here Win was in a relationship with  him  so that could only mean that Win 
thought …that Win  felt ...that Win  wanted ...

Team rushed out of the stall and to the sink splashing water on his face over and over and
over again. He knew Win was serious about him, and he had known that for a while, even
back before they were official and when Team was still trying to pretend that what they were
doing was just casual. He knew spending almost every night in Win’s bed wasn’t casual. He
knew memorizing Win’s class schedule wasn’t casual. He knew the way his pulse kicked up
around the elder and how he got jealous whenever somebody looked at him for too long and
how there were days he just desperately wanted Win to kiss him and hold his hand was  not  
casual . 

Win asking him out had been one of the top five best days of his life.  EASY .

Out of the two of them, the blond was clearly better with words and had never had any
problem vocalizing how he felt, while Team still struggled heavily with doing the same. Win
never pushed him about it however, thankfully usually able to decipher exactly what Team
wanted to say without him having to voice it. Win repeatedly and openly laid himself bare
because he thought Team was worth seeing it. Because he believed his relationship with
Team was on par with that of the love stories in fairytales, in movies, and that of a marriage
that had built a global hotel empire. 

Team grabbed a towel and wiped down his face and after checking that he didn’t look too
frazzled, he took a deep breath and opened the bathroom door jumping in shock to see
someone standing outside of it. 

“P’May!” The girl before him smiled. Team had somehow managed to avoid seeing her all
day, even though he was sure he ahd heard her voice in the house more than once. Win had a
good relationship with his sister-in-law and while he had more than a few bad things to say
about his brothers, he had never said a harsh word against May.

“Sorry!" She apologized, a sheepish grin on her face. "I didn’t mean to scare you. I saw you
run off and wanted to make sure you were okay.” 

“Oh no, yeah um. I’m yeah, you know? Good and uh, yeah. I’m good.” Team could feel
himself babbling and from the expression on the other’s face he could tell that she didn’t
believe him. “Did View tell you that I was here?” May shook her head.  



“No. I had a hunch. This is where I ran here the first time I met the family too.” 

“Oh, well, uh, was there something you needed? Did you um, are you here to threaten me?”
Team watched as she tilted her head in confusion at the question before realization dawned
on her and she rolled her eyes. 

“Did Waan threaten you?” She asked, annoyance present in her tone. “Aish, I told him not to
do that. Ignore him, whatever he said, he doesn't mean. He’s literally caught spiders in our
apartment and refused to kill them. He couldn’t hurt a fly.” 

“He didn't...threaten me, really. It was more of a...passionate description?” May rolled her
eyes.

“I'm guessing View did the same thing?" Team shrugged noncommittally. "Did they both
give you a speech about how Win is some kind of fragile flower and that you being here
means he’s practically decided that he’s never gonna love anybody else and that if you two
ever break up it will be the end of him?” 

"...Not in those exact words..."

"All three of those boys are so  dramatic ." May moaned, lowering her voice as people
walked past them. "When Waan brought me home for the first time, Win accidentally got
drunk and told me he was bisexual and that if I had problems with it, I should be prepared for
Waan to leave me because he had done it to girls who had had a problem with it before. Half
an hour after that, View, who was ten, burst into tears as he begged me not to take his brother
away from him forever. And all of this happened  before  Waan even told them that he had
already proposed to me and that I had said yes.” Team didn't even try to stop the laugh from
bubbling out of his chest and after a few seconds, May joined in.    

“You’re probably wondering what any of that has to do with you, right?” She asked when
they had calmed down. Team hummed in confirmation.

“A little bit?” 

“What I’m trying to say is that yes, Win introducing you to us  is  a big deal. But don’t let
yourself think about it as some kind of weight. Don’t look at this weekend as if it's a test. The
Wanichakarnjonkuls can be...alot. The company can be intimidating. The fear of not living up
to whatever status level you've made up in your head can be daunting. But they really are five
of the sweetest people I’ve ever met and they care about each other deeply. If they seem a bit
overbearing or excessive, it’s all from a place of love and genuine excitement about you
being here and about nong Win finding someone he likes enough that he wanted to bring
home." Team felt his sides unclench as May easily voiced everything he had been fearing and
he was suddenly incredibly grateful that Waan had never given up on his high school crush. 

"Thanks Phi." He said, doing his best to sound as grateful as he felt." That...I really needed to
hear that. Thank you." 

"Anytime. 



“Can I ask you something?” 

“Of course.” Team looked to the left and the right to make sure no one else was coming
before he opened his mouth to speak once more. 

“Hia said you agreed to marry Hia Waan after only two months of being together.” Team
paused and after the elder nodded in agreement, he took a deep breath and pressed on. “Well,
weren’t you worried it was too fast? Too soon? I mean, how can you truly know that you
want to be with someone forever after such a short period of time? That you love someone
that much such a short period of time?” May looked away as she thought it over and just as
Team had been to retract the question and suggest they head back, she turned to look at him
once more. 

“I’m assuming Win also told you that Waan liked me in high school?” Team nodded slightly.
“And that I had no idea who Waan was at the time?” Team grinned sheepishly before nodding
again and May let out a laugh. “It’s still funny for me to think about. We spent  years
 walking up and down the same hallways and while I knew that a Wanchakarnjonkul was my
classmate but I didn’t register him at  all . It was actually a little embarrassing when we
started working together and I went to introduce myself only to find out he already knew who
I was. We had been friends for a couple of months before I realized I liked him and I had
been dropping hints for  weeks . I was so excited when he finally asked me out and then when
he didn't show up I called him, ready to kill him for standing me up only to find out he hadn't
thought that I thought it was a joke.

"I didn’t think he was serious when he proposed but when he asked me again and showed me
the ring, I thought to myself  ‘why  would  I say no? Here’s someone who I care deeply about,
who I’m already thinking about building a future with, who makes me want to be a better
person, why would I say  no?  Because somebody  else  thinks its too soon?’  Love doesn’t
follow a timeline, nong. You can know someone one day and love them as deeply as someone
you’ve known your whole life. Don’t be afraid of it. Take it from me. Two months of dating,
almost four years married, and soon…we'll be adding another member to the
Wanchakarnjonkul family.” Team‘s eyes narrowed in suspicion before he connected the dots
and let out a gasp. 

“P’May  you’re -! Does Hia Waan…?” 

“No, no one else knows. I got a call from my doctor right before we left. This weekend is
about mae.  Next weekend can be about me. For now though...it’ll be our  inside secret that
nobody else in the family knows.” She held up her pinky for good measure and Team grinned
as he intertwined it with his own.

“Deal.” 

“Cool. Come on, let’s head back before View eats everything. Swimmers are the  worst .” 

“...You know that I’m a swimmer right?” 

“Oh I’m fully aware, nong. That’s why I said it.” Team sucked his teeth before heading back
the way they came, the older woman’s tinkling laughter only a few steps behind.



“Alright present time, who wants to go first?” By the time Team and May had returned, the
long table had been lavished down in what Team could only call a small feast featuring both
thai dishes as well as some from around the globe. Pictures were taken of the food and the
room and everyone around the table until after enough complaining, they had all been
allowed to dig in. As a true food connoisseur, Team had had his fair share of delicacies and
none of them even came close to what he was gorging himself on now and if this is what all
rage around fine dining was about, he could definitely see himself getting on board. 

Eventually, the table was cleared and dessert was brought out and even though he would
swear on his life that Pharm’s desserts tasted better, he couldn’t deny that the chocolate
mousse he had devoured came incredibly  close . When the last dessert tray had been
removed, the table had been laden down once more, only this time with gifts, all of them
centered in front of Tul who had dictated that he would be handing them off to his wife who
was seated next to him at the head of the table. 

“Mine’s the closet.” View pipped up, pointing to a rectangle box with green wrapping paper.
Tul shrugged goodnaturedly before picking it up and handing it over to his wife who eagerly
ripped off the wrapping paper that she placed back on the table. With all the packaging gone,
Mala carefully removed the top.  

“View?" She said after a beat. "Sweetheart?” 

“Hmm?”

“...where is it?” 

“What?” 

“The box is empty.” 

“What do you mean it’s empty?” Team watched as Tul reached over and plucked the box out
of his wife’s hand before turning it over and shaking it a few times. Absolutely nothing fell
out.

“There’s nothing in the box, View. No card, no container, nothing.” 

“But it was there last night! I checked right before I went to bed, there's absolutely no… mae
?” Everyone’s eyes snapped to the woman in question who only a moment before had seemed
bewildered at the missing gift, now was wearing an expression that was too carefully blank.
Team didn't know how long they sat there in silence before she slowly raised her left arm into
the air and rolled up her previously tight sleeve to reveal a silver charm bracelet that glittered
brightly whenever the light caught it. View sank in his chair and groaned as the rest of the
table erupted in laughter.  

“It’s a beautiful bracelet, View and it's exactly the one I wanted.  Thank you so much.”   The
teenager sucked his teeth and crossed his arms before sending a glare at both of his siblings. 



“Which one of you told her it was in there?” Waan and Win exchanged glances across the
table. 

“Neither of us live at home anymore, nong.  We  don’t even know where you hid it.” Waan
explained as he refilled his and his wife’s wine glasses. “Where was it?” 

“The vent in the kitchen.” Their mother explained, moving the box to the floor. “I actually
found it a week ago when I was changing the filter. I thought it might have been from your
father but then I remembered it was View who was with me when I saw it and knew it was
his.” The youngest let out another groan of frustration, only to be met with a laugh from his
mother as she left her seat and walked up behind him, tightly hugging him and placing
multiple sniff kisses across his face much to the clear dislike of her child and the glee of
everyone else, both of his brothers eagerly taking pictures on their phones. 

“I was beginning to get worried I wasn’t going to find anyone’s gift so thank you so  much
 for not cleaning the filter like your father told you last month and therefore making me have
to do it. I can’t wait to show you off to everyone at the High Achievers' Council next month.”
View gasped and sat up straight in his chair as everyone else let out a noise of sympathy. 

“Mae no!” 

“The company sponsors a youth conference for some of the local high schools every year
where a bunch of the top juniors get to spend a weekend at one of the hotels and mix and
mingle with their fellow brainiacs.” May offered, understanding Team's confusion. “It’s a
bunch of talks and conferences and meetings and while it looks great on applications for
them, it’s completely boring and draining for anybody who has to work or run it.”

“There’s always supposed to be someone from the family there as a representative and just an
overall go to person, and View’s always managed to avoid having to do it.” Win continued.
“But it looks like  finally , he gets to experience the sheer joy of helping to mold the young
minds of the future.” 

“Mae, I can’t be the representative, everyone going is going to be around my age." View
argued. "I’m probably gonna qualify and get invited to it! I can’t then be put in  charge ! It
could be seen as a conflict of interest. Nepotism at the highest possible level.” Their mother
smirked as she squeezed him tighter. 

“Nice try but you wouldn’t be attending as the family representative.  I am . You will be
going as my little shadow. All. Weekend. Long.” 

“Por!” Tul held up his hands in defense. 

“You know the rules of birthday present hide-and-seek. My hands are tied son. Have fun at
the council.” 

“Ughhhhh.” 

“Mae! Open mine next.” The present opening continued after that: Waan had bought her a
five-year subscription to her favorite magazine, May had gotten her seeds of an imported



flower, Win had gotten her a map with the placements of all the planets in the sky at the time
of her birth and her husband proudly announced that he had gotten her car washed, much to
the outrage of their three sons.

Team had fretted for days over what he should get as a present even after Win told him he’d
be more than happy to just add his name to his own. After a long afternoon of roaming the
mall with Pharm and Manaow, Team had finally settled on a custom leather journal with her
name on it as well as an engraved pen. Win had mentioned once in passing that his mother
used to journal but had fallen out of the habit recently. He had been confident about his
purchase in the store and even when he had handed it to a surprised Win before they left their
dorm. That feeling quickly died as he watched the woman unwrap it and it was taking
everything in himself not to leap across the table and grab the book from her. 

“Team,” she started and the raven-haired boy did his best to appear as relaxed as possible.
“It’s lovely. I’ve been thinking about getting a new one but haven’t had the time.  I love it .
Thank you.” Team had waved off her thanks and ducked his head to hide his reddening face
but he didn’t miss the thumbs up sent his way from May, the matching grins from Waan and
View, or his boyfriend tightly squeezing his hand under the table. As he reached over to take
a sip from his water glass, Team squeezed back. 

Chapter End Notes

also sorry about this chapter being over 8 thousand words. I couldn't find a place I liked
enough to break it up lol

Also I really hope you guys like May. I wanted someone that Team could connect with
who would have been in his position before of having to navigate infiltrating the family
and I wanted to give him an example that everything could work out if he stopped
thinking for 30 seconds

Also also I was trying to figure out when started getting tattoos and there's a scene in
until we meet again where Dean is talking to Pharm and says he started getting them
high school. I started googling to figure out just how old Win would have had to be to
get one only to find its apparently illegal to tattoo a minor anywhere in the country lol
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Chapter Summary

Team and Win's parents finally talk one-on-one

Chapter Notes

WE ARE IN THE HOME STRECH PEOPLE!!! WE ARE ALMOST DONE!!!
Originally this was going to be the last chapter but then it ended up being over 10,000
words and I figured it might be better to just split it up into two. Anyway, if you've made
it this far, thank you so much for enjoying my take and two fictional characters who
have come to mean quite a lot to me :)

As always, not beta read. I will come back and edit it as my neurodivergent brain allows

The next morning, Team awoke not to the usual feeling of Win playfully nudging him
conscious, but instead to the distant sounds of yelling and splashing water. He reached over
to find the other side of the bed empty, the sheets that had previously encased his boyfriend’s
body cold to the touch. He let out a groan before rolling off the mattress and hurriedly
dressed in a t-shirt and swim trunks from Win’s closet. He headed into the bathroom and after
brushing his teeth and washing his face, he deemed himself decent enough to be seen and
made his descent down the stairs. He followed the sound of muffled voices across the first
floor and the closer he got to the pool the louder they became, the sounds of yelling and
delight now mixing with a radio as well as the scent of meat cooking on a grill.

By the time Team reached the door separating the pool from the rest of the house, he was
well aware of the growing pit of nerves in his stomach but he pushed past it and shoved the
door open, the muffled sounds now overtaking any other noise that may have been drifting
through the house prior. He took in the scene before him: May and Win’s mother stretched
out on lounge chairs, Waan staring intently at the grill he was in front of, and Win and View
doing laps in the pool while their father stood at one end, his eyes switching back and forth
between his two sons. 

Waan was the first to notice his arrival and waved him over. 

“Morning!” He said when Team was within arms reach. “Win said the easiest way to wake
you would be with the scent of food. Guess he was right.” Team could feel his cheeks heating
up at the accusation and did his best to keep a neutral expression, raising one shoulder in a
shrug. Waan threw his head back and laughed. “Don’t worry. I’m the same. May learned how



to make all of my favorite food specifically so she can force me awake.” Team couldn't help
but grin at that. 

“What time is it?” He asked, only then realizing he hadn’t bothered to check. Come to think
of it, he hadn’t even glanced at his phone upstairs, so focused on seeing where everyone else
was at. Waan’s eyes darted somewhere on the wall before returning to look down at the grill
in front of them. 

“Quarter to ten. View was supposed to have practice this morning but it got canceled so he
dragged Win out here for a race and Win brought Por so he could keep it fair. The rest of us
have only been out here for about thirty minutes or so.” Team hummed. 

“You did say they’d probably end up having a rematch.” Waan lifted one shoulder before
lowering it. 

“I know my brothers. Hope you’re hungry. Mae made enough kabobs to feed an army  plus
 their enemy. You and Win will probably be leaving with at least two containers each.” Team
craned his neck to see on the other side of the grill and found his boyfriend’s brother wasn't
lying: there seemed to be a mountain of sticks waiting to be cooked in addition to the stack
already done and cooling on the other side. Team looked hesitantly between the completed
pile and the eldest Wanichakarnjonkul sibling. After a second’s confusion, Waan caught on
and held up one of the completed sticks out to Team.   

“Here. We’ve all had at least one and View had three when he thought no one was looking.”
Team quickly waied in thanks before accepting and biting into it, savoring the taste as the
smokey flavors burst over his tongue. Before he could vocalize his gratitude, a whistle
sounded from the pool and everyone’s attention snapped over to where Win and View were
still parked in the water, staring up at their father expectantly. 

“It was close,” Tul started, his eyes focused on the stopwatch in his hand. “But Win beat you
by a hair, View.” Team watched as his boyfriend smacked the water in glee while his brother
let out what he could only describe as a constricted scream. 

“Are you sure?” View asked as the two of them pulled themselves out of the water. “Like
you’re  absolutely  sure?” Win scoffed.

“We all lose sometimes, nong. Learn to accept defeat with grace.” 

“Listen Por, you and I both know that Hia is starting to get old-” 

“Excuse me?” 

“So if you needed to give him a win to boost his self-esteem or whatever, I completely
understand,  it’s fine , I just need you to say it so that we’re all on the same page.”

“View, I  swear -” 

“Ah, ah! Your boyfriend’s here. Do you really wanna ruin his image of you by cursing at
your  sweet, perfect, innocent,  baby brother?” Win paused at that and for a second, appeared



to not understand. When the words did click, his head snapped over to the grill, and a smile
stretched across his features once his eyes landed on Team. He quickly made his way across
the deck and wrapped his arms around the raven-haired male who sank into it for a moment
before remembering that his boyfriend’s entire family could see them and hurriedly tried to
break the embrace. 

“Hia, you’re wet!” He protested. “And you’re gonna get me wet too. And this is  your  shirt!”
That only seemed to spur the blond on further, his arms tightening around Team even further. 

“So what? It’s just water. It’ll dry.” Team didn’t have another comeback but was saved from
having to respond by May coming to his rescue. 

“Nong, you’re gonna get chorine all over the meat.” She said, stepping between the two of
them and breaking up the hug to both Team’s relief as well as his disappointment. “It’s
already requiring all of Waan’s focus to not burn it as it is.” Waan made a face before glaring
at his wife who has come to stand beside him.

“Hey! That’s your  husband  that you’re bad-mouthing in case you’ve forgotten!” 

“Oh please. Like you’d even let me forget! Stop looking at me at pay attention. You’re
burning that one as we  speak !” The two continued back and forth for a while, the rest of
Win’s family watching on with varying looks of exasperation covered in fondness.
Eventually, Win’s mother rose from her chair and headed back inside, announcing she was
going to start bringing out the rest of the food from the kitchen. Team, not wanting to be
dragged back into any more PDA (as well as still trying to ensure he was making a good
impression) volunteered to help. Win had moved to follow him but was yanked back to the
pool by View for another round. Tul followed the two of them inside instead. 

Now, standing in the kitchen alone with both of Win’s parents, Team was regretting ever
volunteering to help in the first place. 

“Team,” Mala said pulling a pot out of the fridge. “Will you take the trays out of the oven?
Those should be cool by now.” Team, quickly nodded and moved to the appliance, pulling
out the two pans covered in aluminum foil and placing them on top of the stove. Out of the
corner of his eye, he could see Win’s father pulling at least one more tray from the pantry and
Mala went back into the fridge for another pot as well. He moved to head back towards the
pool but Win's father softly calling his name had him pulling back. He turned to face the two
adults just in time to see them exchange a look he wasn't sure he was meant to see. 

“Team, we wanted to apologize again for inviting you this weekend and then having been
away for most of it.” Tul began. “We see the irony in our careers being in hospitality only for
us to not have been the most hospitable to you during your days here.” Team shook his head. 

“It’s okay.” He said, doing his best to sound reassuring. "Hia said that you guys are opening a
new wing. Sometimes, business has to come first no matter how much you wish it didn’t. I
understand.” 

“Win told us you did, but still we wanted to tell you ourselves how sorry we are we didn’t
have more time. We were very excited about meeting you this weekend. Win’s been talking



about you for months, even before you two became official. He probably thought he was
being subtle since he had always talked about his juniors in the club before, but…well, he
never talked about the others the way he talked about you.” Team felt his throat go dry at the
admission and he gripped the countertop behind him in an attempt to remain upright. Mala
continued. “Before when we used to ask him how things were going with the members, he
would mention different names all the time but after you joined, it was always  ‘Team did this
today’  or  ‘Team’s times were so high this week’  or  ‘did I tell you that Team broke his
record’ . Honestly, we were shocked when he told us you two had just started dating because
with the way he went on, we just assumed you were already together.”

“He uh, he waited.” Team stuttered out, the need to defend his boyfriend almost
overwhelming. “He wanted to make sure that uh, that I um. I wanted. That I was, was ready.
To date him. And I did. Want to.  Do  w ant to . Present tense. Date him.” Tul let out a scoff.

“Sounds like Win.” 

“What my husband means,” Mala continued, upon seeing Team’s confused face. “Is that, well
Win is  very good  at taking care of people. He’s constantly taking other people’s feelings and
points of view into account, especially when it’s someone he cares about. He’s not always so
good about being vocal with his own needs and wants and he'll let his feelings come second
more often than not." 

“When we told Waan he was going to be a big brother, he cried for three days. He was used
to having all of the attention and he did not want a younger sibling at  all . By the time Win
was actually born, he had come around to the idea of being a big brother and was enamored
within seconds, but those last couple of months I was pregnant were a nightmare of temper
tantrum after temper tantrum about how much he did not want a baby in the house. And so
when we got pregnant with View, we were prepared for Win to have the same reaction.” 

“Did he?” Team asked, unable to resist. Mala shook her head, mirth evident on her face. 

“The exact opposite.” She claimed. “He was  so  excited. He told anyone who would listen
that he was gonna be a big brother and how he was so excited for ‘his baby’ to arrive, how he
was gonna take such good care of him so that he would never be sad. When we told him his
name was gonna be View, he started talking to my stomach. It was always  ‘I love you nong
View’  or  ‘Nong View I have to tell you about the movie I saw today’  or  ‘Hia Waan is so
mean but I'll never be mean to you Nong View’ .  

“Hard to believe with the way they argue, right?” Team nodded and Win’s dad barked out a
laugh, picking up where his wife left off. “It’s all an act. View loves Waan but he  idolizes
 Win. View cried the entire car ride home after we moved Win into his dorm and they’ll both
deny it but they are each other’s most frequently used phone contact. Well, at least View 
used  to be Win’s. Now we’re pretty sure that right belongs to you.” Team didn’t even try to
argue with the statement. He had seen Win’s phone enough to know he was always at the top
of his boyfriend’s recent contact list and he knew himself enough to know that Win was
consistently within the top three of his own.  

“Out of all three of our kids, Win is the one who rarely gave us any reason to worry, which is
why we’ve worried about him the most. We were fearful of him falling into the age-old



‘middle child syndrome’ trap, especially when his tendency to focus on taking care of
everyone else became more present. One of our nicknames for him growing up was  ‘little
manager’  because he used to memorize everybody’s schedules. He knew when all of Waan’s
tests in school were, he knew every moment of View’s activity schedule, hell, he even would
remember when we had big meetings with our donor board and would try to remind  us
 about them as if we weren't the ones who had scheduled them in the first place! PhaWin has
always gone above and beyond for the people he cares about and while it can be a good thing,
we worry about him going the extra mile because he wants to, versus him basing his sense of
self-worth on how much he  thinks  he needed.”  

“We did our best to try and make sure he never felt neglected or lost in the shuffle but my
husband and I are sure there were moments that slipped through the cracks. It’s why we never
really gave him too much flack about him dying his hair and all of his tattoos. We couldn’t
blame him for wanting attention on his own terms. View and Waan dive into everything
headfirst and without fear. They jump off the cliff without hesitation, positive that there is a
lake below it for them to fall into. Win, on the other hand, will not only check but also do
extensive research on the history of the cliff and figure out exactly when low and high tide is
just in case. We know he can come off as laidback, but we’re sure you've figured out he’s
actually incredibly calculating and doesn’t do anything without looking at every possible risk.
He pretends to be aloof to masquerade his cautiousness. He will put everyone else's comfort
before his own because for him that sort of dedication, that much  devotion , is the best way
for him to show someone he cares.” Team looked back and forth between the two adults in
front of him before dropping his eyes to the floor. He could feel his cheeks and ears growing
hot as their words washed over him. 

He was already well aware of the fact that Win would go out of his way to help almost
anybody. Win’s planner was full of names of various juniors he was tutoring, some of whom
weren’t even in his department. Hell, Team practically owed most of his GPA to Win’s
mandated tutoring sessions before and after they started dating. 

For all his bad-boy looks and persona, Win was easily one of the most caring individuals he
had ever come across. Just as his parents had said, his boyfriend had perfected the ability to
appear completely unaffected by most of his surroundings, while to those who actually knew
him it was evident just how deeply his love for others ran. He saw it in how Win looked after
the swim club. He saw it in how easily and readily he had accepted Pharm because of his
importance to Dean. He saw it in how he treated Del and Don as his own siblings and how he
respected Manaow and all her eccentricities. He had heard it in the numerous phone calls to
his family and had been witnessing it from a front-row seat all weekend. To Win, all of his
loved ones were important and Team had never felt more important or more loved than when
Win was looking at him. He hoped that Win felt just as important and just as loved and that
he could Team’s own feelings reflecting back. 

One of his deepest fears was that one day he would wake up and see his boyfriend looking at
him only to find that the seemingly endless well that encased all of the blond's love for him
had run out. 

Just as Team was sure his skull would explode from all the buzzing in his head, he saw Win’s
father open his mouth to say something and before he could stop himself (or die of



embarrassment) he found himself speaking out instead. 

“I know that, Win is like  Win, ” He started, his mouth moving so fast he could barely process
what he was saying before the next words were tumbling out. “And that he’s like super smart
and kind of near-perfect and that he’s always been like that and View told me that I’m only
the second partner he’s ever had meet you guys and Waan said that he talks about me all the
time so I know you probably had all these super high expectations of me that I don’t meet
but, I. I um, I care about Win a lot and I’ve never felt this strongly about anyone else and I’m
also pretty sure I’m in love with him even though I haven’t said it yet, but I think that we
balance each other out  really  well and he always seems happy to be around me and I think
we’re really good for each other, ya know? And I think I could like, handle it if you guys
didn’t like me? But I know it would break Hia's heart so, um, I would be willing to walk
away if it came down to it but I also know I'd be  super  miserable without him so I’m fine
with working as hard as I need to prove that I’m like worthy and stuff of dating him and
whatever else you want so just, please, please, don’t ask me to break up with him because
while I’m willing to do a lot of things, I won’t be willing to do that.  Sorry .” Team felt his
shoulders sag after the weight of his reveal, only then realizing just how much of his tension
and anxiety surrounding the weekend had been rooted in the insecurities that he had just
word vomited in front of the two people he was desperate to impress. His grip on the counter
behind him tightened even further and he sagged slightly which seemed to prompt the two
adults into motion, both of them instantly moving forward as if to help him remain standing.
They relaxed upon seeing that he wasn’t actually on the verge of collapse, but they both
remained physically close, clearly wanting to reach out to him but unsure of how he would
respond to the touch.  

“Oh Team, honey no.” His mother began. “I’m so sorry.  We’re  so sorry. We don’t doubt
your feelings for Win, not for a second. We weren’t gonna ask you to break up with him at
all.” 

“You don’t? You  weren’t ?” 

“No, no, absolutely not.” She assured. “ I don’t think this conversation is going the way we
intended. We were merely trying to say that Win has a habit of thinking that if he is not being
needed, then he also isn’t wanted and that that is something you might have to watch out for. 
That’s all.  We probably should have just said that from the beginning, but  well . I'm not
exactly the best at being concise.” Team nodded at the explanation and did his best to get his
breathing and heart rate back down to a normal level. They didn’t hate him. They didn’t want
him to break up with Win. They weren't disappointed in the partner their son had chosen to
bring home. In fact, they approved so much that they had chosen to supply him with
information about his boyfriend that would only end up being beneficial to him in the future.
He kept repeating the sentences over and over to himself in his head until he felt his body
relax, his jaw unclench and his legs feel less like they were gonna slip out from under him.   

Team,” Tul murmured as he brought a hand to rest on the teen's shoulder. “We know this
weekend has probably been overwhelming and us being away for most of it probably didn’t
help. We know you’ve been doing your best to impress us and Win’s brothers. We see it. The
fact that you even agreed to be here this weekend speaks volumes about how much you care
about our son and the fact that he invited you in the first place, says how strongly he feels



about you. And honestly? That’s enough for us. You like our son and he likes you.
Everything else is just a bonus.” Team looked back and forth between the two of them, trying
to find the lie but could see nothing but sincerity in both of their expressions. 

“That’s enough?” Mala barked out a laugh. 

“That’s enough. And if you don’t believe us, you can ask May. We told her the exact same
thing. Albeit, her introduction to the family was a little more hectic since was wearing an
engagement ring at the time, but I digress. We trust our sons to make good decisions about
who they choose to have and keep in their lives. And Win and Waan have a pretty solid track
record so far.” Team arched an eyebrow. 

“What about Nong View??” His boyfriend’s parents shared a look. Mala shrugged. 

“View is… fifteen . Mistakes are bound to happen.” The room’s occupants stared at each
other before all three of them broke down in laughter. As their mirth died down, Mala moved
to speak once more but the sound of approaching voices stopped her and soon they were
joined by May and Win, the former with a firm grip on the latter’s arm, clearly trying to pull
him back with little success. Win stopped upon seeing the three of them standing there, his
eyes immediately going to Team before glancing back at his parents. 

“Perfect timing!” Mala exclaimed before anyone else could say anything. She picked up one
of the covered trays on the counter and held it out to her second son. “Win, these are the
sandwiches. Take this outside and send View in to grab something as well.”

“Mae-” 

“All the meat has to be almost done by now and we don’t want it to go cold.” 

“Mae-”

“Come on, Win.” His dad urged. “The sooner everything is out, the sooner we can all eat.”
Win looked ready to argue a third time, but whatever he saw on his father’s face clearly
stopped him and after grumbling under his breath, took the tray from his mother’s hands and
headed back outside, turning back to glace at Team more than once. May grabbed one of the
trays off the counter and followed and Team quickly did the same, not wanting to be left
alone for fear of what else he might accidentally decide to confess. 

Soon all the food was plated and served and everybody dug in, chatter falling away as
everyone focused on eating, leftovers of which were quickly boxed in Tupperware trays for
Win and Team to take with them as well as for Waan and May. After lunch, View had wanted
to race again and after some convincing, Win got Team to give it a shot, even putting money
down that his boyfriend would win. 

He was right.

After his third consecutive loss, View had finally conceded, saying that  ‘if he was losing to
Team, at least he was finally losing to a winner’ . Both of his brothers had shoved him back
into the water for it. 



Eventually, Win’s watch timer went off and both he and Team headed upstairs to shower and
repack their suitcase before heading back down to say their goodbyes. 

“Are you sure you don’t want to stay another night?” Mala asked, everyone now crowded in
the foyer. She, May and Tul had all changed out of their swimming stuff and back into
regular clothing while Waan and View were patting themselves dry, the eldest only just
having finished his own competition against his brother. Win shook his head

“We both have class in the morning mae  and  practice in the afternoon. It’s better if we just
head back today.” He explained. 

“Yeah  mae . You’re never this sad when I leave and you see Win  all the time. ” Mala sucked
her teeth at her eldest. 

“Oh hush.” She said, waving a hand dismissively in his direction. “Nobody told you to live
far away and to take my daughter May with you. That’s  your  fault.” Waan let out a gasp of
indignation and View laughed which immediately sent the two of them into a pseudo
wrestling match that the others didn't even bat an eyelash at.

“I’ll try to drop by the hotel sometime this week.” Win reasoned and while that evidently
wasn’t what his mother had wanted to hear, it placated her enough to drop the subject,
quickly pulling Win into a hug. When the two separated, Win moved to do the same to his
father and Team turned to head to the car, stopping when a soft hand clasped onto his wrist.
He turned, surprised to see it was Mala who had grabbed him, her expression questioning. 

“And just where do you think you’re going?” 

“Um, uh, the car?” 

“Not without properly saying goodbye.” Team, embarrassed, nodded and started to lean
forward to wai but instead found himself suddenly enveloped in a warm embrace from the
shorter woman. It took a few seconds for the shock to wear off but once it did, he wrapped
his arms around her back. “Thank you for coming this weekend.” She whispered in a tone so
quiet that only she and Team could hear. “And thank you for loving my son.” Before Team
could respond, his boyfriend’s mother had pulled back and moved towards her still wrestling
children, yelling at them about their behavior in front of company. Team, still trying to
process what he had just heard soon found himself being hugged once again, only this time
by May. 

“Don’t be a stranger, nong. You’re part of the family now whether you like it or not.” She
joked but Team could hear the sincerity behind the jest. Still shaken and not trusting his own
voice, he offered her a small smile which she easily returned. he looked over to find Win and
his father huddled together, their voices soft. 

“I stole your number from my brother’s phone.” View announced walking up to Team and
May and stealing his attention back. “I’ll send you all of the embarrassing teenage pictures
that he had mae hide so you wouldn’t see. There’s even one from the first time he dyed his
hair and he tried to dye his eyebrows and nearly burned them all off.” As if sensing that he
was being talked about, out of the corner of his eye, Team saw his boyfriend's head snap in



their direction before he ended his conversation with his father and hurried over, moving to
stand directly in between his brother Team

“I don’t know what you said, but just know that whenever you start dating, Waan and I are
going to  ruin  you.” 

“Please, you think I haven’t learned my lesson? No, the first time any of you meet my
significant other will be at our wedding and by then it’ll be too late for them to leave me
anyway.” May huffed out a laugh before flicking him on the ear. 

“No way, View. If Team and I had to be subjected to the family shakedown, then so does
whoever you end up with.” 

“Hey Hia Team. Do you wanna see a picture of from-” 

“Alright, we're leaving now!” Win yelled as he took hold of Team’s wrist and dragged them
out of the entryway and towards the door. “Bye! I love you! I’ll call you when we’re back!”
Team shuffled his way out of the house slippers and back into his shoes before darting
towards the car, Win already shoving the key into the ignition and turning it on when Team
pulled the passenger door open. He glanced back to the house to see that his boyfriend’s
family had followed them outside and were standing in front waving goodbye. Team waved
back until Win had pulled out of the driveway and onto the street, the house quickly growing
smaller and smaller until it was completely out of sight. 
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“So, on a scale of one to ten, one being this was even better than the first time you won a
race, and ten being you’re gonna break up with me, how do you think it went?” Team, who
had been pretending to sleep in order to avoid conversation, opened one of his eyes to glare at
his boyfriend before promptly shutting it again.

“I’m still processing everything. Ask me again in a year.” 

“It’s gonna take you a year to process three days ?”  

“Don’t make fun of how my brain works. Haven’t you heard that’s rude? What would your
mother say?” When the blond didn’t respond, Team looked over to find the blond with his
eyes on the road but a Chesire grin stretched across his face. Team crossed his arms, suddenly
feeling very uncomfortable. “Why are you smiling like that?” 

“Do you remember last week when I said my family was gonna end up being obsessed with
you?” 

“Vaguely. You talk a lot so I can’t always keep track of everything you say.”    

“ Anyway ,” Win continued. “I just thought you should know that you’ve already been invited
back. In fact, my por’s exact words were  ‘you are not allowed to come home without him.’
 So even if it’s gonna take you a year to figure out whether or not you like my family, they for
sure like  you .” Team let out a humph and turned to stare out the window, refusing to give his



boyfriend the satisfaction of seeing him flustered. The car fell silent as Win merged them
onto the highway and began the drive back to campus. After a few minutes, still looking out
the window, he reached over, his hand palm up. A few seconds later, he felt his boyfriend’s
fingers interlace with his own.

“So,” The blond after half an hour or so had gone by. “Are you ever gonna tell me what you
and my parents were talking about?” Team, who had been drifting in and out of a light
slumber, jerked awake. He tried to pull his hand back but found that Win refused to release
his hand. He had known that his boyfriend would try to get him to talk about it eventually but
he had foolishly hoped it would be a conversation for bedtime when they were warm and
under the covers, the sound of the air conditioning and the darkness of the room playing their
part to help hide his nerves. His boyfriend clearly had other plans, deciding that the trapped
space of a moving vehicle would be the perfect time to bring it up. Team contemplated
throwing himself from the car but ultimately decided the injuries wouldn’t be worth it. Team
shifted so he was now facing forward instead of the toe side, but still kept his eyes forcefully
trained away from the other male in the car. 

“They just asked me about school and swim club and stuff.” He offered, doing his best to
appear nonchalant. “Said they wanted to get to know me better. We weren’t alone for all that
long before you and P’May showed up.” Win took his eyes off the road to shoot him a glare,
clearly not buying it.  

“Then why did you look so shaken up?” He countered. “You were pale and gripping the
counter so tightly that if you were any stronger, you would have cracked it.” Team crossed
his arms and pouted, doing his best to seem as pitiful as possible in hopes of ending the
conversation. It didn’t work. 

“I was nervous!” He reasoned. “I was nervous all weekend! It’s a normal reaction! You try
being in a confined space with your boyfriend’s parents alone for the first time and see how
good you feel afterward.” 

“Just tell give me a time and a date and I’ll be there.” Team felt his cheeks warm at the ease
of Win saying he wanted to meet his parents but quickly brushed it off, deciding to put it in
the back of his mind to revisit and obsess over at a later time. “So you’re  really  not gonna
tell me what they said? Just like you’re not gonna tell me about your talk with P’May?” Team
furrowed his eyebrows.  

“How do you know I talked to P’May?” 

“After you came back from the bathroom you two were shooting each other these…little 
looks  all throughout dinner. It was pretty obvious something had happened while ya’ll were
gone and if I wasn’t so comfortable in our relationship and  also  wasn’t aware of how much
she loves my brother, I would have been suspicious.” Team snorted and rolled his eyes. 

“Well if I didn’t know any better, I’d say you sound more  jealous  than suspicious.” 

“... as I  said , I am completely secure in our relationship and I am fully aware of just how in
love with my brother P’May is. I have absolutely no reason to be jealous. None at all.” 



“Oh yeah. You’re  definitely  jealous.” Win sighed but didn’t argue again and Team had to
bite his lip to smother the grin that was threatening to break across his face. “Well if you 
really  must know, she told me about the first time she met all of you and how you got drunk
and told her about how Hia Waan would dump her if he found out she was homophobic.”
Team watched in delight as his words sank in and Win’s ears reddened in embarrassment
even if his face didn’t reflect it. The hand he still had holding the steering wheel tightened
slightly as well. 

“He had done it before and I wanted to make sure she knew he would do it again.” Win
reasoned. Team nodded thoughtfully.

“And you couldn’t do that sober?” 

“...That was an accident. The hotel was hosting a gala downstairs and there were two bowls
of punch. I clearly drank from the wrong one. Hia Waan was so mad he threatened to throw
me out the window and I immediately threw up on his shoes. Did she also tell you that View
was crying so hard he almost gave himself a panic attack? Come to think of it, compared to
May’s first introduction, this was a piece of cake.” Team dropped all pretenses and threw his
head back and laughed, Win easily joining him. 

“Your family loves you a lot, hia.” Team said once their giggles died down. Win blinked at
the turn in conversation but quickly settled and nodded. 

“I know.” He agreed. “With the social circles we run in, it’s more expected for us to hate each
other for money or power or whatever. I’m lucky. Dean is too.” Team didn’t reply, instead
turning to look out the window once more, the signs and shops rapidly looking more and
more familiar. 

“Are you sure you want to meet the others at the bar? We don’t have to go. We can just say
we’re too tired from the weekend and want to rest up before classes tomorrow.” While they
had been eating, Manaow had messaged their collective group chat (She had named it '
Stoplight Meets Water’  and had refused to let any of them change it) about meeting up at a
bar by campus so they could hear all about Team and Win’s weekend. Team thought about it
for a second as Win turned down the street before shaking his head. 

“It’s okay.” He finally said. “I’m not that tired. Plus, if we don’t go, Manaow is just gonna
show up at my room. I’m gonna make sure she never finds out where I live next year.”

“Baby, you and I both know you’re gonna give her the address and a spare key.” Team rolled
his eyes but didn’t respond. They spent the rest of the short drive in comfortable silence and
sooner than Team would have liked, the elder was pulling up just outside of the bar their
group always went out to and was putting the car in park and turning it off before pulling his
key out of the ignition. Team pulled out his phone and quickly sent off a message to the chat
to announce that they were outside. He dislodged their hands to undo his seatbelt before
moving to unlock the door but was stopped by Win gently touching his arm.  

“Team, we can just cancel and go home if you want. It’s really not a big deal.” Team,
confused, reached over and squeezed Win’s knee. He offered him a small smile.  



“It’s only for a few hours and I don’t have anything important tomorrow.  It’s fine ..” Team
moved to unlock the door again, but once more was stopped by the other male. Team let out a
huff and turned to ask his boyfriend if it was actually  him  who didn’t want to go inside, only
to be startled by the seriousness of his boyfriend’s expression. 

“Hia?” He voiced. Win let out a shaky breath before reaching over and interlocking their
fingers. Team couldn’t recall if his boyfriend’s hand had ever felt so clammy but decided it
was better not to point it out. His kind, sweet, smart, and selfless boyfriend who had never
shied away from looking at him before, suddenly seemed unable to meet his eyes. Team
leaned closer in an attempt to get the older to look at him, but Win’s eyes remained resolutely
on the dashboard of his car. 

“I’ve been trying to tell you something for a few days and I have to say it right now before I
lose my nerve.” The blond said in a rush. “I know I can be annoying and overbearing and that
when we first met you thought I was obnoxious and a flirt. And you know that I regret some
things about how our relationship started and while I won’t  ever  regret being your first, I do
wish I would have known so that I could have made it special somehow, you know? Like
with candles or roses or music or something else that I was too horny to think of at the time.” 

“Hia, what are you-” 

“I’m pretty sure I liked you from the first time I saw you at tryouts. Coach had already told
Pruk, Dean, and I that you were the scholarship winner but that we had to keep it a secret. He
said you still had to earn your spot just like everyone else. I was really worried when you
showed up. You looked so nervous and kept staring at the pool and at one point I seriously
thought you were just gonna get up and just leave. But then you got in the pool for warmups
and you looked so at peace and so happy and I remember sitting on the bleachers watching
you smile…and that was it. I didn't look at anybody else after that.  I didn't want to look at
anybody else after that.  I used to always make fun of Waan for making all these life plans for
him and P'May before he had even asked her out, but realized that I had started doing the
same thing. I was thinking about dates we could go on before we had even held hands! And
this weekend was just…nothing went wrong and you didn’t want to leave early or anything
and it just made me excited for the next time I could bring you over and… god , Team. I 
know  this is fast.  I do . But I also don’t like letting things lie so if you’re not there yet or
you’re not sure  it's fine , don’t think I’m pressuring you or anything but I just have to tell you
that-”

“I love you too.” Both males froze at the confession and it took Team a second to realize that
he was the one who had spoken. Everything in him screamed that he should take the words
back and he opened his mouth to start but the now near death grip that Win had halted him.
The blond finally looked up to meet his eyes and Team was taken back by the sheer force of
emotions on the other’s face: fear, anticipation, hope and…surprise? Relief? At what?  That
Team felt the same?  Had Win expected Team to just flat out reject him? And had still
barreled on anyway laying himself completely bare? Team cleared his throat, decision
made.“Hia,  Win …I love you too.” Win, still a glacier of ice, blinked owlishly as if he still
couldn’t believe what he was hearing was real. 



“You’re sure?” He finally asked, his voice smaller than the younger had ever heard. Team
nodded.

“Pretty positive, yeah. Plus it’d be a pretty shitty thing to lie about considering I kind of
accidentally told your mom.” Finally, that seemed to snap Win back into action, the older
male leaning over until there was barely any space between them and Team had to resist the
urge to lean away.

“You told my mom?”  Win finally seemed to find the breath support to ask. They were close
enough and the car was so quiet that even though he had whispered the 1uestion it rang
through Team’s skull as if he had shouted it. Team nodded once. 

“Your dad too." He admitted after a moment. "It kind of slipped out. Sorry I didn't tell you
first." Win continued to look at him as if he was speaking another language and Team shifted
uncomfortably. He moved to speak again but was stopped as his boyfriend gripped his t-shirt
and pulled him forward as he leaned in, Team’s gasp of surprise quickly muffled by Win’s
lips being placed on his own. 

In an attempt to show nothing but his absolute best sides, Team had rejected pretty much
every single one of Win's advances over the weekend, too fearful of being caught in a
compromising situation, and though Win had argued that there really was no need, he had
begrudgingly accepted that the most he was gonna get was a good night and a good morning
kiss and only in the safety of his bedroom with the door locked and curtains on the window
drawn. Win had bemoaned about dying a slow death and Team had called him a horny
bastard, but now, with his boyfriend's hand curled at the back of his skull the way he liked
and his tongue eagerly licking into his mouth, he couldn't help mentally swear at his past self
for depriving them both. 

Team sank into the kiss, turning his head and changing the angle while his left hand found its
way to Win's scalp, his right finding purchase on the elder's leg. Team twirled the soft strands
around his fingers before tugging sightly, his boyfriend letting out a stunned groan which
Team quickly swallowed. 

Team wasn't sure how long they sat there kissing but the need to breathe eventually had them
pulling apart. Win's eyes were glazed over and his chest was heaving with every breath he
took. His lips were slightly swollen and his hair was sticking up all over the place. Team was
sure he didn't look much better. 

“Fuck it. Let’s go back to the dorm.” Before Team could respond, there was a shout from
outside and both males turned to see Manaow standing in front of the car, her cell phone held
out in her hand. Even from their distance, Team could tell that she was showing them a
picture with two figures and he didn’t have to jump too far to guess exactly who those two
figures were. He quickly rolled down the passenger window. 

“Manoaw!" He yelled at his best friend/mortal enemy. "Delete that picture!” 

“No! You were gonna leave! Either you both get out of the car or I post it to the campus cute
boys page right  now .” 



“Delete that picture or else!” 

“Wait, send it to me first!” Team turned to glare at his boyfriend in betrayal. Win shrugged.
“Manaow’s got a nice phone. It’s probably a good picture.” Team sucked his teeth before
scrambling out of the car and making his way toward the girl in question. 

“Manaow delete it.” He repeated when they were face to face. The brunette crossed her arms
and rolled her eyes. 

“I will.  After  we all have a drink and catch up. And I send a copy to P’Win.” 

“Gimmie your phone!” Team demanded lunging for the device, but Manaow was quicker,
stepping out of the way. 

“Absolutely not! It’s my phone!” The two began to chase each other in a small circle with
Team repeatedly trying to grab it from her while Manaow swatted his hands away. Just as he
had been about to reach for it again, the phone was plucked out of the girl’s hand and they
both turned to see Pruk standing behind them, his expression disproving. 

“Are you two done? People are staring.” It was only then that Team looked around and saw
that the older male was right and that the two of them had drawn a small crowd of spectators
who were staring at them from both sides of the street. Team watched as Manaow, who had
been glaring only seconds before, rearranged her face, her eyes going wide in innocence as
she stared up at her boyfriend through her lashes while a pout formed across her lipsticked
mouth. Team saw one of Pruk’s eyebrows twitch and the playfully stern look he'd been
sending them cracked slightly.

“But P’Pruk,” Manaow cooed as Team did his best not to gag at her overly sweet tone and at
seeing Pruk drop his upset facade entirely. “ A'Team  is the one who started it. I just came out
here to get him and P’Win and he  attacked  me.” 

“Well, even if that is what happened, Win’s already gone inside so now everybody is waiting
for the two of you.” Team turned to look at Win’s car, surprised when he saw that he was no
longer in it. He brushed past the couple and headed inside the bar, scanning the building until
he spotted a table in the back where he could make out Pharm enthusiastically telling a story,
Dean staring at him as if he never wanted to look anywhere else, and Win glancing back and
forth between Pharm’s face and whatever he was looking at on the screen of his phone.
Pharm soon made eye contact with him and waved him over but Team shook his head and
pointed in the direction of the bathrooms off to the side. Pharm held up a hand to show he
understood before diving once more into his story as Team slipped away. 

Once he was in the bathroom and checked under all the stalls to make sure he was alone,
Team placed his hands on one of the sinks and did his best to steady himself as he replayed
the last couple of minutes in his head. 

Did he just admit to Win that he told his parents he loved him?   Yes . 

Did he just admit to Win  himself  that he loved him?  YES .



Did Win, caring, loving, eccentric, over the top, annoying, sincere, unflappable  WIN , just
admit that he loved  him ?  YES! 

He replayed his boyfriend's words over and over again in his head.  'I know this is fast' 'if
you’re not there yet or you’re not sure it's fine'.  Team was well aware of the fact that they
had done their relationship out of order. He had been sleeping in Win's bed for weeks before
he had even held his hand. He had known what Win's morning breath tasted like before he
knew his birthday. He had mentally prepared for the day the elder would eventually grow
bored of his antics and prickly nature and anxiety and he would be demoted down to just
another one of his many juniors, another in a long list of former flings, someone else who had
made the mistake and gotten trapped by the irresistible aura of hotel chain heir Phawin
Wanichakarnjonkul. 

Instead, he had fallen in love with the other and had somehow managed to get Win to fall in
love with him too. 

Just as he could feel the beginnings of another mental spiral as if summoned, May's words
from their talk in the hotel rang in his ears:  "Love doesn’t follow a timeline, nong. You can
know someone one day and love them as deeply as someone you’ve known your whole life." 
Waan had known that he wanted to end up with May before they were even friends. May had
known she wanted to spend forever with Waan after just two months. Win had been ready to
wait for as long as it took Team to be ready to date him. All of them had been willing to trust
that even with no certainties, falling off the cliff would be worth it, even Win. Water below to
catch him or not. And if Win could have so much faith in him,  in them , then why shouldn't
he? 

Just then, his phone buzzed and he pulled it out of his pocket to see he had received a
notification from Instagram that Win had just made a new post. 

"If it's that damn picture Manaow took, I swear to god..." he muttered under his breath as he
opened the app and waited for it to load. 

When it did, he was relieved to see that it wasn't the dreaded car photo he had been
expecting, but something else entirely. 

Grateful & Loved 

Above the caption, the post contained four pictures: the first consisted of his mother and May
in the middle of a conversation, the second was of his dad mid-laugh and pointing at
something out of frame, the third one showed Win wrestling with his brothers in the family
pool, but it was the fourth one that had Team nearly dropping his phone. 

It was of the two of them and it was clear that neither of them knew the photo was being
taken. They were standing next to each other with Win’s right arm wrapped around Team’s
shoulders while Team’s left was wrapped around his boyfriend's waist. They were smiling
softly at each other and even with the picture being taken from a slight ways away, the
affection radiating from their persons was evident and would have been clear even from
miles away. 



Team could remember the moment clearly. It was after the birthday dinner at the hotel and
they had been waiting for Waan to circle around with the car, Win repeatedly telling him how
great his choice of gift was and how glad he was that Team had agreed to come. Team, had
been pretending to be unaffected by the compliments, but he had known his face was giving
him away as well as the fact that he had been clinging to Win just as tightly as Win was
clinging to him. 

Team could recall silently wishing to remember the moment forever. And now, thanks to one
of Win’s family members (he couldn’t say who for certain but he had a  very  strong idea) he
could.

With his new acceptance in place and when he no longer felt like he was gonna pass out,
Team washed his hands, looked over his appearance one last time, and exited the bathroom.
He made his way to the table and did his best to not appear as if he had been moments away
from a breakdown  twice . If the matching grins Manaow and Pharm were sprouting were any
indication, he wasn’t doing a good job.

“Did you see my post?” Win asked as he placed his phone on the table before flopping down
into the seat beside him. Team, having expected the question, nodded as he reached for one of
the fries in the center of the table. 

“I saw it.”

“If you saw it, why didn’t you  like  it?” 

“I don’t know if you’re aware of this Hia, but some people have better things to do in the
bathroom than be on our phones.” Out of the corner of his eyes, he could see an exaggerated
pout beginning to cross his boyfriend’s features, and just as he was about to tease him for it,
when his attention was drawn to his previously dark phone screen alerting him that he had
been added to a group chat. He pulled it closer so he could read both the title and the rapidly
incoming messages easier:

‘Ohana Means Family 

is a GREAT name for the family group 

chat no matter what Hia Waan says :)

  WorldWideWaan : Hey Team! Now that we’ve all finally met I figured I should add you to
the chat since Win’s never gonna work up the courage to do it himself.

NeomuAleumdaunView : Agreed! 

WorldWideWaan : Also ignore how lame the chat name is. View is a big baby who whines
until our parents bully us into letting him get his way 

NeomuAleumdaunView : 😡 I know where you live and what side of the bed you sleep on 

WorldWideWaan : None of that matters since you don't have a key 😎  



ItsGonnaBeMay : It's okay View. Just let me know when you wanna attack him in his sleep
and I’ll let you inside the house 😊

  NeomuAleumdaunView : P’May the offer still stands. Anytime you’re ready to leave my
brother and run away with me, I’m packed and ready with both of my parents' credit cards 

Mae 💗 : You guys behave. You’re gonna scare Nong Team away. Hello honey! Win said
you guys were going out with friends for a little while when you got back. Tell Dean and his
boyfriend we said hi! 

Por 💚 : Welcome to the chat Team.

“Why’re you making that face?” Team looked up from where he’d been staring at his phone
in surprise to see Win staring at him expectantly, his own phone facedown in front of him.
Team tried to clear his suddenly Sahara dry throat.

“Uh, I think Hia Waan just added me to your family group chat.” Instead of checking his own
phone to confirm, Win instead chose to look over Team’s shoulder, letting out a hum as he
read over the messages. 

“Looks like he did. “Team, unsure of what else to do, quickly shot off a message of thanks at
being added, his heart and stomach doing backflips the whole time. “Told you my family
would like you alot. Also, just so you know? My brother’s a liar. I was going to add you in
the morning. I wrote it down in my planner and everything.” Team tried to brush it off but
understood the weight of the other's words. Win was meticulous about his schedule and his
planner was attached to him just as much as his phone. If Win wrote something down in his
planner it was because he had every intention of doing it and whatever he wrote down,
always got  done . 

“Oh it was  planner  official?” Team joked, trying to lighten the mood. Win smiled.

“I’ll show it to you when we get back to my room.” 

“And what if I wanted to sleep in  my  room tonight?” The other shrugged, nonplussed. 

“That’s fine. I’ve got a toothbrush and an extra bottle of shampoo in your bathroom anyway.”
Team clicked his teeth and shoved the other male slightly.

“You literally spent the entire weekend with me being wrapped around you. Aren’t tired of
me yet?” Win’s eyebrows came together in confusion as if that had never even occurred to
him as being a possibility.

“I could never get tired of spending time with you.” Team felt his heart squeeze up at the
admission and the only thing stopping him from climbing into his boyfriend’s lap and
burrowing himself there was the fact that they were in a public and that the picture of him
doing that would end up plastered on several of the university's Facebook pages for  sure .

 “Hia?” he voiced instead.



“Yeah?” 

“I like your family alot too.” Win seemed ready to say something back that would be just as
disgustingly sweet back but they were harshly ripped out of their bubble by the sound of
Manaow groaning from across the table. 

“Oh my god, corny,  pbbt , lame, boooo, tomato, tomato, tomato, I’m throwing tomatoes!”
Team glared before picking up a handful of peanuts and throwing them at her.  

“Keep being mean to me, and I’ll ban you from setting foot in all of the Wanchakarnjonkul
hotels as well  as the Chaing Mai rooftop garden!” 

“Ha! He spends one weekend with his boyfriend’s family and suddenly thinks he has the
authority to ban me from their properties! Last time I checked, your last name was 
Siriyothin  Teerayu, not Wanichakarnjonkul!“

“For now anyway.” The table’s other occupants all let matching oohs at the blond’s
declaration and Team was sure he was redder than he’d ever been but also made no move to
deny the claim. 

“And on that note, I’m gonna get the next round.” Pruk said rising to his feet. Dean did the
same. 

“I’ll go with you.” Pruk nodded and the two-headed off as Manaow pulled Pharm into a
discussion about whatever they had been discussing before Win and Team had shown up.
Team had begun to reach for his phone again but was stopped by Win grabbing his hand
instead and dragging them under the table and out of sight.

“Hia?” 

“It’s okay that I said that right?" He questioned. "The last name thing? I know you’ve met my
family and we’ve said ‘i love you’ now and all but I know that might have been too much.”
Team took in his stiff body language and he could tell that his boyfriend was legitimately
worried that he may have gone too far. Though feeling giddy, Team didn't want to keep his
boyfriend in distress for too long, and after a slight hesitation, he leaned in and sniff kissed
the other on his cheek. 

“It’s okay." He assured. "I didn’t mind. Maybe if it had been in front of the club or a bunch of
strangers I might be a little upset, but it’s just our friends so it’s fine.” Win let out an exhale
and squeezed Team’s hand in relief. Team squeezed back. “Also I know you were joking and
weren’t talking about now or anytime soon and neither am I! Like no time soon  at all.  But if
you wanted…like down the line and after graduation and stuff. If we’re still. Ya know.
Together and things, I’d um. I’d be uh, into that. In the future. If you still want to.” Win
paused momentarily, before shaking it off and pressing himself closer until their sides were
touching practically from head to toe.

“Yeah.” He agreed. “I’ll still want to.” Team met his boyfriend’s gaze and as he looked into
the seemingly never-ending depth, he felt the urge to suggest they forget the drinks and head
back to campus, repercussions from his best friend be dammed. Just as he moved to voice the



question, his phone lit up once more and he mentally cursed whoever it was trying to draw
his attention away from the man at his side and in his thoughts. 

Team picked up the device, surprised to find a new message on Line from a number he didn't
know. He opened it and was greeted with a picture that had him squinting in confusion. 

“Hia?” Win let out a hum to show he was listening. “What concert did you go to?” Win
arched an eyebrow in confusion. 

“What concert? When?” 

“When you had braces and…a mohawk?” 

“Braces and a… VIEW !” 

Chapter End Notes

AND THAT'S ALL FOLKS!! Thank you for reading, giving kudos, commenting and
everything else! This story has been a labor of absolute love and it's also the fastest
multichapter story I've ever written??? Participating in WinTeam Week back in 2020
was the first time I had written in over a year due to various different personal issues as
well my depression having been at an all time high (or low depending on how you
choose to see it) These loveable idiots helped me remember how much I enjoyed writing
and had I not done it, I honestly don't know if I would have ever picked up writing
again.

I am forever going to be grateful to Boun, Prem, New, and LazySheep for helping me
get back to something that I loved and I am very excited about Between Us this fall.

I love you all and thank you for taking this journey with me and for being part of this
WinningTeam
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